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Letterfrom
the Editor
Hello, again! Friends, you've waited a
long time for this issue, but at last we're
in print again and it makes life a lot hap-
pier here, too . The missing issues of Fall
and Winter 1978 do not mean you have
lost an issue . We have extended your sub-
scription by two issues automatically .
You can check the coding on your current
label to see what you have left . The last
three digits in the upper right corner of
your Kite Lines mailing label will tell you.
The first two of these digits stand for the
year (79, 80, etc .) and the third digit for
the issue (1, 2, 3 or 4) . Thus if your num-

ber is 793 your subscription expires with
the Fall issue of 1979 . We'd appreciate it
if you'd keep an eye on your expiration
date and renew ahead of time-it will save
us costly reminder notices .

It has been a tough winter here in Bal-
timore-not only because of the record
snowfall. Perseverance finally brought me
to the door of a respected publisher in
nearby Annapolis, MD-Fishergate Pub-
lishing Co ., Inc . Here I found help and
understanding that restored my bruised
optimism and is strengthening the maga-
zine tremendously. The copublishing ar-
rangement between Verve Enterprises,
Inc., and Fishergate assures you that Kite
Lines is receiving management assistance
that is sure to improve it in every aspect
in the future. We owe tremendous thanks
to Fishergate and to many friends of kit-
ing who have helped provide the financial
backing to set Kite Lines flying again .

The next question which may arise :
What is happening between the journal
and the American Kitefliers Association?
After I gave the Association its start with
its first national meeting last September,
valuable time was spent getting the Asso-
ciation on its feet and defining its contin-
uing relationship with Kite Lines . Initially
the Association, properly enough, wanted
to separate itself from any appearance of
commercial ties to Kite Lines . This policy
of extreme caution prevented the officers
from taking any action to maintain the
journal or the foundation it provided . In-
stead they seem to have been trying to
start over again . Incidentally, I am no
longer the Association's Executive Direct-
or, since the changed situation doesn't
call for filling the post .

Now that Kite Lines is reorganized we
feel that the separation between magazine
and association should continue, that bus-
iness and nonbusiness interests should not
mix . Although we can be supportive of
each other, Kite Lines should do nothing
that is not in the interests of its readers
and investors. This philosophy requires us
to rescind our offer of free classified ad-
vertising to AKA members . Future "re-
marriage" of the journal and association
is not ruled out, though, for everyone
seems to agree that it would be desirable .

One bit of confusion that needs clear-
ing up is the question of your membership
in AKA . The Association's officers seem
to feel responsibility only for the Life
Members and those who have paid their

new annual dues . All other members the
officers have chosen to leave as the re-
sponsibility of Kite Lines. Your member-
ship, as constituted at the national meet-
ing and in effect at that time, continues
until the end of the subscription term,
since membership and subscription were
combined prior to the new developments
with the Association . The changes were
heralded in a newsletter and a letter from
Kite Lines which all member/subscribers
were sent in February . You as a member/
subscriber are entitled to a vote and to
Kite Lines . New Association benefits sub-
sequently offered (mainly a newsletter)
are of course only for those who pay new
dues (also for Life Members) . When you
as a current subscriber renew you will
have to pay the Association's separate
dues to retain your membership in AKA .
In addition you will then need to renew
your subscription to continue receiving
Kite Lines . (The journal will be $9 .00 per
four issues from now on, sorry to say, but
we've learned we have to ask enough to
make the magazine work . Most of you
have some issues still coming to you before
the old pocketbook will feel it.) From
this issue forward, new subscribers will
not become AKA members unless they
join the Association separately . The AKA
address is c/o W . D . (Red) Braswell, Presi-
dent, 10,000 Lomond Drive, Manassas,
VA 22110. Dues are $5 .00 per year and
include a newsletter, for which Kite Lines
has no responsibility .

I encourage those of you who are inter-
ested in the organization to join AKA .
Only your participation in the Association
will enable it to properly organize to re-
spond to your wants and to get the con-
structive assistance it so desperately needs .
The journal, of necessity, still provides
many "association" services (such as re-
search) and will continue to do so until a
better means of delivery is established .
Whatever happens to the Association,
Kite Lines will keep increasing its services
to readers as it grows . You can look for
changes in the future which we are now
planning to keep your journal vital . Kites
are our highest pleasure-although very
close to that joy is another one-bringing
you the comprehensive international jour-
nal of kites and the kiting community .









Letters
REMEMBERING LINCOLN CHANG
My wife and I are deeply saddened to
have lost a good friend and teacher of kit-
ing, Lincoln Chang . We made his acquaint-
ance in Kapiolani Park, Honolulu, Hawaii .
I had just started building kites when we
met him . We spent many weekends with
him, learning and flying together . Some-
thing we then thought of as impossible
was that he often tied his kites to a goal-
post and left them on their own! Another
time Lincoln was having great difficulty
launching a centipede, which was discon-
certing to us . Upon spending considerable
time and effort on the attempt ourselves,
we appreciated the problems involved .

Lincoln loved to harass me about my
break-down kites, so made because we
had to transport them on a motorcycle .
We were sad to leave him and Hawaii, but
upon leaving he gave me one of his kites
(you couldn't buy one, as those who
knew him can confirm) and also, to my
great and happy surprise, made one just
for me! We corresponded with him from
Nevada and here in Florida . We sent a
Christmas card and got it back, not know-
ing why until the Winter 1977-78 Kite
Lines . We have his kites hanging in our
home ; also I have a kite I built from plans
he sent me . My son is only two, but he
knows and says "Chang kite" when he
sees one of them. It is a shame our son
will not meet and love him, but he will
hear of him .

We would like to hear from others
who knew Lincoln Chang, have pictures
of him or other information about him .
We extend our condolences to family and
friends, from whom we would like to
hear, such as Wayne Baldwin . We hope all
of Lincoln's kites have been placed where
they can be appreciated (idea : Bishop
Museum, Hawaii) .

	

Sorrowfully,
Milton and Kim Heger and son

Atlantic Beach, FL

SIMPLIFIED ALTITUDE FORMULA
A simplification of the altitude formula
on page 54 of the Spring-Summer 1978
issue of Kite Lines is :

Altitude = B x sin a(1) x sin a(2) + 5 ft .
sin b

The sine of II Quadrant angles (90 °-180° )
is positive and equal to its complement .
Therefore, sin C = sin (180-C) or sin a (2) .
Column 5 should read : Angle b = a(2)-(a)1 .

Stephen Gately
Euclid, OH

ONE THOUSANDS SLEDS (A FEW)
Just a few lines to let you know that I
have just completed a few sleds (1000 to
be exact). What I did, with much help, of
course, was provide the plastic sheet (drop
cloths and trash bags), tape, felt markers,
crepe tails, instructions and 120 feet of
string for each child and teacher in two
schools-also principals . I am a building
services supervisor (head custodian) at
Central Elementary School here . I build
and fly kites. All my kites are handmade .
Some of my kites are : 12 sleds (from
three inches to nine feet high), two tetra-
hedrons (four-cell and nine-cell), one dra-
gon (tissue paper, 50 feet long), one snake
(drop cloth plastic, 120 feet long), one
bird kite (construction paper, five foot
wing spread), one Japanese war kite (tissue
paper, 15x20 inches) and one Indian fight-
er (standard size) .

When I give kite demonstrations, I give
the children a history of kites-famous
names in kiting and varied uses of kites,
then I explain how easy and inexpensive
it is to make sled kites and also how easy
they are to fly . For the actual supplying
of parts it was all easy except for the
winding of 1000 spools of string . Also
during the flying we had an extensive kite
hospital, with many doctors and nurses .
It was a lot of work but it was really
worth it .

Richard Loera
San Diego, CA

PUCKER POWER
I've been flying deltas since I first got my
hands on the Newmans' Kite Craft. I went
into them on a 6, 8, 12, 16-foot sequence
called Alpha, Beta, Gamma and of course
Delta Delta . By modifying the dimensions
nearer to the version in Pelham's Penguin
Book of Kites and incorporating a few
subtleties of my own, I now have a delta
that will perform in still air or a 25-knot
breeze-at which point I usually go home!

The secret? I sew in leather strips to
form burst-proof spar pockets . This means
that I can put the spars in under tension
on the leading edge and cause the rip-stop
nylon to form a pucker parallel to the
spar. Any movement of air over the kite
blows this pucker out to form an effect-
ive airfoil. In dead air I can tow the kite
up, stall it from overhead with a hard,
sharp heave on the line and get it to glide
downwind, pulling in line as it goes . I've

had my 72-inch version up to 200 feet
from nought feet in dead air to the point
in fact where line stretch takes the snap
out of the stall and the kite spins in .

I also put the cross spar in under ten-
sion . This makes the leading edge spars
swivel readily about the attachment
points, so adjustment to wind changes is
immediate and the kite is full of life, with-
out being unstable .

One final point . I always cellotape the
keel to one wing, fold the other wing over
and sew through . This gives a straight lead-
ing edge to the keel . If your keel is like
the one on the Pelham book's cover, it
tends to kick the kite all over the sky .

So the essence of the message is, a Bag-
gy delta is a soggy delta, or the tighter the
higher . Up with kites!

Martin Powell
Rochdale, Lancs ., England

KITE-X CLUB, NEW IN JAPAN
Enclosed you will find the membership
applications of Mr. Rokuro Yoshida and
myself. We hold membership in the Japan
Kitefliers Association .

Mr. Yoshida has been working on mod-
ern kites for more than four years . During
this period, he has made very rapid and
remarkable progress. He is also the winner
of the "high-fly" competition at the 51st
Annual Long Beach International Festival
of Kites on April 23, 1977 . He gained the
prize by his original superformance (super
performance) kite, which may be one of
the most advanced kites in the world to-
day. The L/D of this kite is more than six,
about twice the ratio which an ordinary
delta-wing kite has . And the stability in
the air is excellent . When he developed
this super kite named "Gull-Wing," Mr .
Yoshida, who has been working on scien-
tific and educational films as a creative di-
rector for more than 30 years, took a skill-
ful aerodynamic approach rather than re-
fining an existing recipe .

I have been working on design of mi-
crowave communication equipment since
1968 . lam very interested in kites and air-
craft. I was born in Hamamatsu-City . (The
Hamamatsu Kite Festival is an exciting
event, you know .)

We established the Modern Kites Lab-
oratory last year. The subjects to be stu-
died are the following :

1 . Developing a high performance kite,
a sophisticated one, not only having high
performance but also beautiful .



2 . Maneuverable kites-the spectacular
aero-music kite named the "Sky-Skating
Kite." We are now concentrated on mak-
ing a study of the Sky-Skating Kite and
demonstrating it frequently .

3 . Theoretical analysis and study of
Japanese traditional kites . We both are
very interested in folklore and folk crafts
in Japan, so that we often walk in the
country all over Japan .

We also have a kite group named the
"Kite-X Club." It means that we think,
"What is a kite?", "What is kiteflying?"
and "What is the philosophy of the kite?"
We have selected four members now. We
aim to organize a new type kite group
which includes artists, engineers, designers
and other professionals .

As a matter of course, the hardware
(the kite itself) is important . But we
think the software is more important,
that is, how to enjoy kiteflying, what
should we represent by kites in the sky .
Mr. Rokuro Yoshida is the head of this
club, and I am the organizer.

I believe that our group is the most

progressive and creative at kites in Japan .
We would like to contribute to the devel-
opment of kites and the expansion of kite
society. First, we should like to write for
the journal of AKA concerning our "Sky-
Skating Kites," and also we hope to de-
monstrate it in the U.S . in the near future .

Yuhei Kosugi
Yokohama, Japan

REELING COUNTERCLOCKWISE-LY
In the Spring-Summer 1978 Kite Lines,
Gary Hinze mentions that he has problems
with his line getting excessive twist in it
when he spills line off the end of an Indian
spooler. All that is necessary to cure this
problem is to periodically change ends
when spilling line and when rewinding .
The same rule applies to the Cuban Yo-Yo .
It seems that the line spills off in a clock-
wise direction when you face one end of
the spooler and counterclockwise when
you face the other end .

Warren O . (Stormy) Weathers
Milwaukie, OR

CORRECTIONS
In the letter from Gary Hinze in the
Spring-Summer 1978 Kite Lines, the for-
mula for the number of windings on a
kite spool is :	l/(2πr)

	

where the letter
1 is the length of the line and 2πr is the
circumference of the spool .

Le Cerf-Volant Club de France informs us
that annual dues for its active members are
65 francs. For benefactor members the
initiation fee is 110 francs and annual dues
are 110 francs . The club may be contacted
c/o its President, Jean-Louis Bouisset, 17
Rue Lacharriere, Paris 7 5 011, France .
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'by Theodore L Manekin

Last year (in the Fall 1977 issue of Kite

Lines) we reviewed a dozen line winders
forr kiteflying and f.d ound four basic _types :

the bobbin, a flat winder ; the hoop, a cyl-
inder ; the spool, with spindle, and the
true reel, rotating on a fixed axle .

Since that article appeared we've been

amazed to discover about eight new mo-
dels . These plus the reels we missed in the

first gathering make up a fairly large new

batch . All told there are now on the market nearly 20 kite reels, each distinct

from the other and having its own advan-

tages and disadvantages . It's a buyer's

market, surely, and it's hard to believe

each manufacturer seriously expects to
make a living from selling the reels, given

on the one hand a relatively limited mar-
ket and on the other a very competitive

array of suppliers to that market . But be-

cause' needs for an "ideal" kite reel vary

from flier to flier, all the designs are wor-

thy of a close look .

Our group includes three brute force

types for those hard-to-handle kites, a

couple of questionable plastic models and
four light line handlers that are good buys .

If you fly the heavy pullers, such as

Parafoils, large box kites or Bermudas,

then here are three good hooks' to hang
them on. They offer competition to the
rugged Weathers & Sons reels which fall

into the same class . Each has its own vir-

tues and drawbacks .

The Flightube: Simple and effective,

the Flightube is well named, a tube for

holding line. Made of 114-inch-thick lami-

nated cardboard, four inches in diameter
inside and 12 inches long, the Flightube

fits over the forearm and allows the hand-ler to hold even hard-pulling kites with

ease'. It comes complete with a 5 x,12-inch

nylon tote bag and makes an ideal com-

bination with a Jalbert Parafoil (a J-7 .5 or

J-15). The kite and its line can be rolled in-
side the reel, then all tucked into the tote .

The L/I Variable Speed Kite Reel is a
tough redwood line handler that is great

for heavy line and heavy kites . It is the

easiest reel I have tried for laying out line

for a high-start launch . You simply walk

along and let the line unwind. With large

kites it is common and usually wise prac-

tice t o land the kite by walking it down .

Then, with the kite down, you reel the
line in . The L/I reel winds in two feet of

True Reels

Bobbins



line per turn making the take-up very fast .
The A N Easy Reel is a surprise_ From

its advertisements I thought of it as a
hand reel about the size of a deep-sea
fishing reel. Well, I didn't read the ad . This
is a big brute of a reel . You tuck the

handle under one arm, hold the right
angle section of aluminum in that hand
and crank with the other hand . For
strong-pulling kites in the air, - you can
wind in line of up to 15 or 20 pounds of
pull directly . Or, - if the line is down the

heavyweight reel acts as its own flywheel
and quickly pulls in slack line . This is a
real piece of handcraft, a pleasure to look
at as well as to use. Its only drawback is
one of its virtues-its weight . This is ' a

Continued on page 16. . .



A DO-IT-YOURSELF ALTERNATIVE

The Handhold
Reel
By John F . Van Gilder

Here's a reel that my boys and I made for
the local kite shop to retail at $16 each .
Unfortunately, the time spent on them
netted us only about $1 .95 an hour, so I
doubt if anyone, including me, wants to
patent it . However, whoever makes one
for personal use will find it rewarding .

Some of the features of the Handhold
Reel are :

1 . The Velcro'-fitted hand strap is ad-
justable .

2 . The extra tang on the wire line-
guide lets you get hold of the line to pull
it out and insert it in the hole again 180 0
about so the line can be wound on the
drum by hand when the pull is too heavy .
Also the line can always be slipped out of
the split-ring type of guide .

3 . The axle hub can be unscrewed easily
on the field with a pocket-knife screwdriv-
er when your line (inevitably) tangles,
down between the handhold and drum .

This reel can be made without a lathe .

My first crude model was roughed out
with a hatchet and smoothed down with
a jackknife and sandpaper . It works fine
but looks awful .

The model shown is spun on a bench
grinder with the grindstone removed and
replaced with the wood to be lathed .
("The cheaper the better" is my motto .)

MATERIALS
•

	

2 pieces of 1x6-inch mahogany stock
(3%x5 1/2 inches, actually) for the reel ends .
• A full one-inch thickness wood, 6 inch
dia., for the handhold piece (called "1 1/4"
stock at the lumber yard).
•

	

3-inch dia. plastic drainpipe .
• Doweling : 3/-inch dia .-a 3-inch piece ;
1/2-inch dia.-2 pieces, one 2 1/2-inch and
the other at least 5 inches ; and Sib-inch
dia.-a one-inch piece .
•

	

Automobile seat belting, 3½x8 inches .
•

	

Velcro gripping material : 3 strips 3/4-inch
wide, each 2 or 3 inches long .
•

	

Wire, about 10 inches of clotheshanger
or stronger .
92 1/2-inch wood screw, other screws, nails
and staples (for staple gun) or tacks .
•

	

Glues, both white glue (or stronger) and
epoxy glue.
•

	

Miscellaneous : washer, dimestore nylon
drapery ring, axle grease, finish .

ORDER OF ASSEMBLY
1 . Rough cut the three circular pieces
with a saber saw. Bore half-inch holes in
the centers of each .
2 . Make your first cut on the lathe-mount-
ed reel-ends a slot into which the plastic
drainpipe will fit, good and deep . Round

JACK VAN GILDER is one of the new
Directors for AKA, a mainstay of the
Washington Kitefliers Association in Seat-
tle and an indefatigable kiteflier. In other
hours he is an insurance agent .



the reel ends also on the lathe . Form the
handhold piece on the lathe to fit the
palm of your hand .
3 . Cut one inch off the end of the hand-
hold piece for the finger grip, as shown . It
is important that this step be done at this
point . Nail and glue the 1/2-inch dia . dowel
(2 1/2-inch length) to this flat end, to ex-
tend 1/2-inch beyond the handhold piece .
4. Glue the reel ends to the plastic reel
core, using plenty of epoxy glue . Or, bet-
ter, run three large screws through in
addition to secure the reel ends to the
reel core .
5 . Glue 1/2-inch dowel (obviously long e-
nough) into the hole in the center of the
handhold piece with white glue or a
stronger glue.
6 . Ream out the holes in the reel ends to
fit the 1/2-inch dowel axle loosely . Mark
and drill a 1/2-inch hole for the reel handle
and guide hole at this time (see step 9) .
To determine fit, slip a nylon drapery
ring over the axle dowel and then the reel
also, loosely against the handhold piece .
Cut the end of the axle dowel off exactly
even with the other end of the reel . Sand
the dowel axle so the reel spins smoothly .
7 . (Now it gets complicated .) Cut the reel
handle from 3/4-dowel (3 inches long) .
An inch from one end, bore a hole large
enough for the shank of a 2 1/2-inch wood

screw to turn freely. Bevel the hole for
the wood screw head . Bore a 3/4-inch dia .
hole at the other end of this hole in the
handle, for the handle axle to fit into,
barely deep enough to flatten the surface .
8 . Cut from His -inch dowel a one-inch
length for the handle axle . Bore the hole
down through the handle axle the dia-
meter of your 2 1/2-inch screw .
9 . (OK so far?) Glue this one-inch handle
axle end to the reel end piece by screwing
the 2 1/2-inch wood screw through the 3-
inch handle, down through the one-inch
handle axle and into the guide hole in the
reel end as shown. It is actually best if
the 2 1/2-inch screw comes clear through
the reel end so that it must be ground
on the inside side of the reel . This is a
stress spot on the reel and must be very
strong.
10. Make the handhold strap : Sew three
strips of Velcro (2 or 3 inches long) to
the ends of seat belting (2 pieces, about
3 1/2 and 8 inches long) . Press the Velcro
together and staple the loose ends of the
seat belting to the edge of the flat side
(not the rounded side) of the handhold
piece, off-center, away from the finger-
grip piece, so that it fits your hand . Test
as you go .
11 . Slip the nylon ring and reel down the
axle . Bore a small hole in the end of the

axle for the small screw and washer . The
dowel axle should be just long enough for
the reel to spin freely .
12 . (Still with me?) Bore holes in the end
of the handhold piece for the string guide,
near the finger-grip piece, as shown. The
holes should be so close together that
they actually join together to make a slot .
13 . Bend the wire for the string guide, as
shown . Clotheshanger wire is barely ade-
quate . How to bend? Don't ask . Use pliers .
Now double back the end of the wire and
pound it flat to insert it into the slot .
This is to prevent the guide from twisting .
14 . Wind on your string-about 2000 feet
of 25-lb . test line-and FLY! I like to
know where I am, so I mark my line at
100-foot intervals . When letting out line
from this reel, your thumb and forefinger
will usually suffice for a brake . But if a
hard pull is experienced, use your right
hand around the reel diameter also .

FINISHING TOUCHES
Use candle wax or axle grease on the mov-
ing parts . Wood-burn your name and ad-
dress on the side if you wish . Finish the
reel with Danish oil or varnish .

VAN GILDER'S LAST WORD
This reel isn't the be-all and end-all . It is
still a toil to wind in 2000 feet of line . 0



What's New

reel for the athletic kiteflier .
The Skeiner is a simple idea that works .

From the manufacturer's viewpoint, it
might be distressingly copyable . But we
should thank Dave Checkley of The Kite
Factory by buying one to copy . The
Skeiner is a plain bobbin kite winder
except that it has longer ears on one side
than the other . The result (after practice) :
you can wind on cord a yard at a time
without looking at the winder . It should
hold a couple thousan d feet of light line,
not much heavy line. It should not be
used to reel in a large kite under tension .

The Spool-Proof is as simple as a cof-
fee can, with the refinement of a center
handle. I found it easy to hold, giving
good control for both hand winding and
quick-spill release . Others who flew with
the Spool-Proof said they preferred the
Cuban Yo-Yo (from the Kite Site in
Georgetown, DC), which the Spool-Proof
resembles, because the Yo-Yo permits
you to run the reel freely through your
hand for gradual pay-out . I found the two
about equally convenient in different
ways, with the Spool-Proof a little less

apt to drop line accidentally and with the
Yo-Yo much easier to wind onto .

The Hungry Tiger from Flying Tiger
Associates is a beautiful piece of wood-
work . The nautical touch of its spoke
design will appeal to the boating kiter .
For light kites it's an easy spool to handle
and the 12-inch take-up makes it a fast
kite winder for line on the ground . Note
that this design is really a spool, not a
Korean reel, and it compares well with
the other Indian spools, especially the
American versions by Shanti in wood and
by High Roller in styrene . Of course, the
Hungry Tiger, like other spools in its
group, is not intended for pulling in kites
directly onto the spool, but for light
work and fighter kites . (Just at press time
we learned that Flying Tiger has changed
models again . We haven't seen the latest
version, but we hope it will be built to
the same high standards of craftsmanship ,
seen in past Flying Tiger reels .

Two of the reels tested this time have
serious problems . Both show a lot of plan-
ning and probably costly tooling to make
from molded plastic .

The Flying Decoys Kite Reel came
furnished with 50 yards of 20-lb . test
monofilament line . When wound with

this, the reel bent. It would probably be
an adequate winder for light cotton cord,
but not for nylon .

The Jo-Bie Star Fighter Reel is a fair
design, to a point . It winds in easily and
has a brake . It appears to be based on the
successful KiteWinder but designed to
cost less. However, its principle fault is
that it's hard to stop and might even nick
your hand if allowed to run free . Although
there is a warning about this hazard in the
instructions, it doesn't excuse the hazard
in the first place .

The Gayla Kite Reel is a pleasant sur-
prise, with line guide, ratchet brake and
very easy reeling action . For the kites
Gayla sells, this is one of the best I have
used. A word of caution, though : you
have to screw on the handle yourself and
it has left-handed threads on the screw .
It is easy to destroy the seat for the screw
before you realize this bit of design, in-
tended, I suppose, to prevent the handle
from unscrewing in use .

In sum, the new reels show lots of in-
ventiveness and diversity-traits of charac-
ter that kitefliers themselves are noted for .
If you can't find a reel to match your
needs, it isn't because the reel makers
aren't giving plenty of options a whirl .

By Judith Faecher

THE COVERED WAGON KIT

The covered wagon picture on the box is
fun! A prairie schooner in the sky!

I opened the box, read what was need-
ed, and assembled glue, razor, etc . The
family would be out for dinner and
wouldn't be using the kitchen table. I had
several hours of free time .

I read the instructions start to finish,
twice. I wasn't sure what they all meant,
but I assumed it would become clearer as
I proceeded . "Build framework right on
the combination sheet of directions and
wagon side covering ." Oh, I'll have to cut
the pieces to size . What do those marks
mean? Which goes on top? Decisions to
make .

"When framework glue is dry cut a-
round frame with razor blade . Take care
not to cut off gussets needed for attach-
ing cross braces." After dinner, I was
ready to cut the frame from the paper . I
discovered the gussets still in the small
bag . Well, I'll put them on the outside,

not as pretty, but they are on . "Second :
Join sides starting with cross braces . . ."
There I stood, fingers full of glue, holding
until the glue was tacky. Half the cross
pieces were glued by bedtime .

Next morning some more progress . The
instructions were not totally clear, at least
to me. Each next step had to wait until
the glue was dry on the preceding step .
Because of this, the kite took the better
part of a week (about 15 hours) to com-
plete, working a bit each day-a time in-
vestment on top of the pocketbook kind
of about $12 .95 . I lost a piece of plastic
tubing so I used strong tape .

"Flies in 8 to 30 m .p .h . wind ." The
wind was not that strong, but it did fly
while running with it . One cross piece
came unglued and an axle broke-but it

flew. With an experienced kiter coaching,
replacement tubing supplied and repeated
trimming done, the next flights were better .
I learned the performance suffered partly
because the effective sail area of about 2 1/2
square feet was not in good ratio to the
weight, 7 .17 ounces . Still, I was pleased
to have the unlikely object go up at all .

I would recommend to others making
the Covered Wagon that they use quick-
drying glue . If you don't have that, be
sure to find a surface that can be used for
several days without inconvenience . And
it would be better if you had done a few
simpler kites before trying this one.

With luck and persistence, you too
may have all the neighborhood kids ask-
ing, "Does it really fly?"

What's New continues on page 22 . . .

JUDY FAECHER directs circulation for
Kite Lines and at times becomes involved
in unexpected projects such as making
and flying kites.









PRETTY-BUT A PITY
Kites: The Gentle Art of High Flying, by
Susan Tyrrell (Dolphin Books-Double-
day, 1978), 168 pages, $4 .95 .

This book is written in a light and live-
ly style for people who get bored by long
technical discussions of mechanical and
historical details . The book is very easy to
read and each turn of the page presents
an attractive, clearly drawn illustration
with two to five paragraphs of text .

The illustrations throughout the book
have been specially prepared by the au-
thor, who is a skillful artist. Charming as
they are, the drawings appear, unfortu-
nately, to be mostly copied from other
sources, without credit to the source, and
in almost every case important or interest-
ing details have been misdrawn, changed
or omitted entirely . Also most of the 23
kite plans (none of which is new or orig-
inal) contain errors, some in the text,
some in the diagrams, some trivial, some
serious. I had to doubt if the author has
actually built with her own hands as
many as 10 of the kites . While many of
these errors would not mislead an experi-

enced kite builder, they could spell disas-
ter for some youngster just getting started .

Tyrrell has made good selections of
kite folklore and history, and presents her
material briefly and for the most part ac-
curately, though in no logical sequence
(Leonardo da Vinci comes between the
Wrights and Bell) .

When illustrating facts with line draw-
ings instead of photographs, the artist has
the opportunity and, in my opinion, the
responsibility to show clearly those fea-
tures which are unique . In this respect,
Tyrrell's efforts fall far short . The Baden-
Powell kites are connected so that they
cannot possibly fly. The Wright Brothers
are flying their glider on two lines instead
of four. Alexander Graham Bell is shown
holding some object, but what it is isn't
clear-it certainly is not one of his kites .

Next Tyrrell gives a very confusing ex-
planation of how a kite flies, illustrated
by two sketches to show how a small
bridle adjustment affects the kite's angle
of flight . Unfortunately the adjustment is
not explained and both illustrations show
exactly the same bridle . After stating quite

correctly that "The bridle and its points
of connection are critical to the kite's per-
formance," she then gives a completely
garbled description of how to attach bri-
dles. Of four sketches of bridles, three
show ways to attach them improperly . Ig-
norance of bridling mars nearly every de-
scription of how to build her 22 kites, in
which Tyrrell tells us to attach the bridle
"with needle and thread."

The appendixes, for a book copyrighted
in 1978, are extremely slight. In the U.S.,
she lists only seven kite manufacturers
and six kite shops . There is a bibliography
but no index.

The volume's best feature and sole
claim to distinction in the literature is its
"Consumer's Guide to Kite Buying,"
which lists most of the popular types on
the market and comments briefly on each .
Despite some superficiality here-such as
the relegation of all cloth kites categori-
cally to a 13-to-31 mile-per-hour wind
range-this section shows the author's
strength, her knowledge of the kite trade .

Considered in its entirety, this pretty
book might be enjoyed by an experienced

Books
By A. Pete lanuzzi and Gary J . Hinze





kite enthusiast (I intend to have one in
my collection of kite books) but it should
not be used by anyone with limited exper-
ience who wants to build and fly kites .

A.P .I .

TRANSLATED AT LAST
Kites : Sculpture in the Sky, by Tsutomu
Hiroi, translated by Alan Wolfe (Pantheon
Books-Random House, 1978),144 pages,
16 color photographs and many black-
and-white photos, paperback, $4.95 .

Those of us who have seen any of
sculptor Hiroi's six Japanese books on
kites have hoped to see his work in Eng-
lish. This translation fulfills that wish .

The book starts with a very brief sur-
vey of kites worldwide, followed by a
more detailed account of the economic,
social, artistic and technical history of
kites in Japan . Hiroi divides the traditional,
mostly flat kites into seven major categor-
ies according to shape . Each group is illus-
trated with pictures . The most outstand-
ing feature of these kites is their color, so
it is unfortunate that these pictures are all
black and white . In some cases the pic-
tures are not keyed well to the text . An
Edo Period (1603-1868) paper-lantern
box kite is mentioned, but not illustrated
at all. There is a good list of giant-kite
festivals with impressive pictures .

The brief discussion of basic aerody-
namics is largely incorrect, but fortunate-
ly the lack of scientifically exact theory
has never been a serious obstacle to mak-
ing or flying kites . The metric equivalent
of Brummitt's three-pounds-per-square-
foot rule for line test strength is quoted .
A kite's pull depends on many things and





its area is not the most important one .
Although Hiroi stresses the importance

of proper aerodynamic functioning, his
ultimate goal is the development of joyful,
original, creative kite designs. The practi-
cal information on kite making and flying
is clear and useful . The pictures of knots
are the clearest I've seen and the section
on the technique of working bamboo is
very helpful. Detailed instructions with
dimensioned diagrams and step-by-step
photos are given for making a box kite, a
sled and a butterfly line-traveler . There is
some information on Japanese materials
and tools, so it is regrettable that familiar
Western kites were chosen to illustrate
construction techniques, rather than
some traditional Japanese designs . Perhaps
the original book was intended to intro-
duce Western ideas into Japan . Dimen-
sioned plans and a photo are given for sev-
eral more kites . The dimensions are in
metric units, but factors for converting
them into English units are listed in an
appendix. These plans are not accompa-
nied by detailed instructions and lists of
materials, but this allows flexibility in the
choice of techniques and use of available
materials. Hiroi's own contributions to
sculptural kite design are well covered . He
excels in elaborate, multicell box kites
made from various combinations of rect-
angular, triangular and circular elements .
His inspiring 11 x 15-foot 144 square-
element, rhomboid box kite, featured on
the cover, is an elaboration of the one
described in the detailed instructions .

The appendixes include a Beaufort
wind speed table, a glossary of Japanese
kite terms and a bibliography, plus lists of
kite associations, festivals and stores .
There is a table for calculating the altitude
and downwind distance of a kite from its
straight-line distance and elevation angle,
but it is not labeled or explained . Straight-
line distance is in the left column and ele-
vation angle is across the top . Height and
distance are given in the body of the table .
Lengths are in meters, but any other unit
of length could be used as long as it were
used consistently throughout .

In spite of its minor defects and diffi-
culties of translation, this book is a worth-
while addition to any kite library . While
its coverage partially overlaps that of Tal
Streeter's The Art of the Japanese Kite
and Tadao Saito's High Flyers: Colorful
Kites from Japan, it has a much greater
emphasis on creative kite making . It is
hoped that an enthusiastic reception for
this book will encourage other translations
from the land of kites .

	

G.J.H.





THE TOKYO KITE MUSEUM

Story and Photographs
by David M . Checkley

Shingo Modegi was surely one of the most
generous men in kiting. One of his last acts*
was to present to Tokyo and the world its
first museum devoted entirely to kites . It
occupies the entire fifth floor of the
building he owned in the heart of the
city, a section that is said to be the most
expensive real estate in the world .

Modegi had the idea for the museum
after seeing a small boy pointing at one of
his Yako kites and asking his father what
it was. Modegi immediately decided that

all children in Japan should have the op-
portunity to learn about kites-not only
those made in their own country but kites
from other countries as well .

The kite museum, which opened on
November 15, 1977, currently displays
over 200 kites selected from Modegi's col-
lection of some 2500 . Most are traditional
Japanese models, including a number of
antiques and representative kites by the
most prominent contemporary kitemak-
ers, such as Hashimoto, Yanase, Iwase
and Morimoto . In addition there is a large
case of miniature kites .

The exhibition was designed by Tsu-
tomu Hiroi, professor of sculpture at
Tokyo Gakugei University and author of
five excellent kite books [one recently
published in English in the U.S. ; see the

review in "What's New" elsewhere in this
issue] , with the assistance of architect
Tomio Kaneko . The museum occupies
about 3000 square feet of space, with
kites filling the entire ceiling area and sev-
eral glass display cases, all skillfully illu-
minated . One of the features is an elevat-
ed platform covered with tatami mats and
a charcoal brazier for tea ceremony and
also for kite making demonstrations .
Teizo Hashimoto, the last great kite maker
in Tokyo, gave a demonstration at the
opening of the museum .

During the month of January, the tra-
ditional kite season in Japan, demonstra-
tions are given every day. The museum is
open daily, except Sundays and holidays,
from 10 AM to 5 PM . Admission is 100
yen for adults and 30 yen for children .
Special arrangements can be made for
groups ; the Sunday before my visit it was
opened for a tour of 150 schoolchildren .

The exhibition is changed every three



East and West
months to show other kites from Modegi's
collection and to exhibit kites from other
parts of the world . It would make an
excellent project for AKA to assemble a
group of typical American kites, both
commercial and handmade, for one of the
shows. Similar arrangements are planned
to be made through kite people in Korea,
Taiwan, the Philippines, Malaysia, France
and England .

Aside from his prominence as honorary
head of the Japan Kite Association, Shin-
go Modegi was best known as proprietor
of one of the best dining places in Tokyo-
Restaurant Taimeiken . The museum is on
the fifth floor of the restaurant building
at 10-12-1 Chome Nihonbashi, Chuo-Ku,
Tokyo, immediately east of the Tokyo
Department Store in the Nihonbashi dis-
trict . This new and illustrious attraction
will surely add to the incentive of West-
erners who are planning to make a kite
pilgrimage to Japan .

THE SMITHSONIAN'S KITE EXHIBIT

By Valerie Govig
Photographs by Theodore L. Manekin

When the Smithsonian's National Air and
Space Museum opened in 1976, kitefliers
looked in vain through the entire building
(about 300,000 square feet of space cost-
ing $40 million) to find a single kite . (The
museum gift shop contained kites, but not
the exhibits.) This neglect prevailed de-
spite the importance of kites in the hist-
ory of flight and despite Paul Garber's
influence on their behalf .

Paul had been telling us for years that
he was collecting important examples of
kites and trying to persuade the present
curators (Paul himself, as Historian Emeri-

tus of the NASM, didn't have the last say)
to mount an exhibit of kites . Anticipation
was keen when at last kites were honored
with a place of their own in the Museum .

At 8 :30 in the morning, June 30, 1978,
a new gallery opened at the NASM west
end called "Flying for Fun ." The opening
was a rather gala affair, with printed invi-
tations, coffee and Danish served and lilt-
ing "Kites Are Fun" music piped in .
Friends of the museum, of kiting and of
other air sports hobnobbed, ogled, passed
compliments around and had a fine time .

In retrospect, however, it is no use pre-
tending that the kite portion of the gal-
lery isn't a disappointment, not because
of its quality but because of its size . All
the following air interests are represented
about equally : boomerangs, hang gliding,

WEST



sky diving, model airplanes, flying disks
(Frisbees), soaring, hot air balloons-and
kites . The space allotted to all these to-
gether is 50 by 80 feet, with a 90-foot
ceiling. Inevitably, there is selectivity-one
has to say extreme selectivity-in a situa-
tion like this . Among the missing is the
notable designer of the Parafoil, Domina
Jalbert, although a sport parachute using
his uncredited design is on display . And
AKA (sigh!) is unrecognized .

Rather than dwell on the minuses,
though, let's look at the pluses, which are
significant .

All the kites on display are authentic or
restored models representative of import-
ant historic periods or uses made of kites .
The museum and all kitefliers owe a par-
ticular debt for the saving and restoring
of these models to Paul and Irene Garber .
One might puzzle over the "Fun" in the
gallery name when the basis of selection

for the kites is strictly as examples of his-
toric import. This contradiction aside, the
kites are well selected .

A richly colored Chinese dragon of
1876, fragile with age, stares fiercely
from its glass case, a proud reminder that
China is the land of origin for kites . The
same case contains other delicate examples :
a lovely Chinese butterfly, a bowed pear
kite (a copy of an 1836 craft), a Langley
airfoil box kite of 1887, several handsome
reels (Garber copies of Chinese, Korean
and Japanese designs) and a Samuel Potter
box kite . Perhaps most riveting is Bevan
Brown's lifelike eagle kite . It is the only
example (but a choice one) of the renewed
enthusiasm for kiting in the present day,
which the Smithsonian Kite Carnival,
among other activities, nurtures regularly .

Under separate glass resides a large two-
sticker covered in shabby brown fabric .
The average visitor might pass it by think-

ing that Charlie Brown should have let
that one go down the sewer . It is none
other than an authentic kite from the hand
of America's original, William A. Eddy .
It deserves close inspection : framed in
wire, its spine pierces its bow stick, and
the intersection is carefully reinforced .
Paul Garber acquired this kite from Eddy's
daughter. He did not make a new cover
for it, despite the several torn places. He
wanted to keep it "all Eddy ." His attitude
was expressed in his question, "Would
you replace the Venus de Milo's arms?"

Along the same wall are displays of
aerial photography by kite with a sketch
of Garber's own camera rigging, as well as
a captioned photo of a meteorograph
launched by U.S . Weather Bureau kites.

Several kites hang overhead . This ar-
rangement takes appropriate advantage of
the soaring space, with its sense of the
open air drawn from the west wall, which
is entirely glass . Interior air currents keep
the hanging kites in constant slight motion .
Thus suspended are an Alexander Graham
Bell tetrahedral kite (re-covered original
cells), a Navy Target Kite (inventor, Paul
Garber), a deltoid of 1885 made by
Charles E . Duryea (the automobile pio-
neer), a Perkins-Conyne design and a U .S .
Weather Bureau box kite of 1885 . The
details of these kites are beyond view, a
compromise for the sake of effect that is
probably justified .

Certainly the gallery is beautifully
done, with easy-to-read graphics, colorful
selections, accurate legends and well-
planned and carpeted traffic flow . There
is little fault to be found with it, and
much about it to praise . One could only
want more . According to Paul Garber,
there are indeed more kites to come and a
good chance of a special exhibit of kites
to be held at the Museum in the future .

I strolled through the kite section of
the new gallery, reading everything and
studying all the examples, in about half
an hour. This is probably just about right
for a visitor who is trying to "do" the
whole museum in a day or less . But know-
ing what I do of kites, I believe a whole
museum could be filled just with them .
I am sure there are enough kites and kite
lore in the world to hold me spellbound
for much longer than half an hour, or
even half a day-perhaps half a week . A
true international museum of kites re-
mains to be built. But as the poet says,
"What's a heaven for?"

	

0

Clockwise from top left : Entry dis-
play; Paul Garber, balloon in hand,
conversing with aviation historian
Charles Gibbs-Smith ; grouping from
left, Undersecretary of the Institu-
tion Michael Collins with Valerie
Govig of KITE LINES and Paul
Garber; a visitor studies the exhibit ;
original Eddy kite in glass case .





SHINGO MODEGI DIES,
JAPAN'S KITE CONNOISSEUR
By David M. Checkley

Larry Hoffman, Kite Lines correspondent
in Tokyo, reported to me that Shingo
Modegi died from cancer on June 1, 1978,
at the age of 67 . He had been seriously ill
for the last year . The official wake was
held at his restaurant, Taimeiken, on Sun-
day, June 18 .

Modegi Senior (as most of us Ameri-
can kitefliers knew him, since he is sur-
vived by a fine kiteflier son, Masaaki),
was one of the most prominent men in
Japanese kiting, serving for many years as
honorary president of the Japan Kite As-
sociation, which makes its headquarters
at his restaurant in the Nihonbashi dis-
trict. Thanks to Modegi's hospitality,
Taimeiken was the scene of many Japan
Kite Association banquets.

One of Shingo Modegi's last acts was
the creation of the Tokyo Kite Museum

on the fifth floor of his restaurant build-
ing, where he could show a part of his col-
lection of 2500 kites .*

Modegi had traveled extensively in the
Far East and Europe, spending much time
in France learning the culinary art he prac-
ticed so well (he is the author of several
excellent Japanese cookbooks on French
cooking) and flying kites ; he once flew an
Edo kite at the Eiffel Tower. About two
years ago, he led a J .K.A. group on a trip
to Kuala Lumpur .

Modegi's son and grandchildren fre-
quently attended the J .K .A. kiteflies at
Tamagawa with him. His son Masaaki
now manages the Restaurant Taimeiken,
which continues to be one of the best in
Tokyo and the favorite of all local kite-
fliers as well as visiting enthusiasts from
all over the world . Shingo Modegi will be
sorely missed by all of us who knew him . Shingo Modegi as photographed by Tal

Streeter, who adds : "The worn volume in front
of Shingo is the diary he carried on visits to
foreign countries; sketches of French pastries
and notes on kiteflying fill its pages ."

FRANK MOTS, 88,
KITE KING OF MILWAUKEE
By Alex P. Dobish, Milwaukee Journal

A man who refused to get old and instead
became an expert on kites died in Milwau-
kee, WI, at St . Joseph's Hospital on May
10, 1978, at the age of 88 .

He was Frank Mots, the well-known
acrobatic kiteflying king . He had been ill
with a heart condition for some time .

He was with his beloved kites until
near the end . On his birthday, May 1, - his
wife, Elma, also a devoted kite fan, deco-

rated his hospital room with a dozen of
his famed prize-winning kites-including
such masterworks as Frankenstein's Mon-
ster, the Egyptian Torso Dancer, the Mexi-
can Sun God and the widely known Cir-
cus Wagon Wheel.

Mots lived kites. In 1955, he was a re-
tired insurance agent . He recalled some
years ago that it all began as a sort of joke .
He wanted some extra money and inquired
at an insurance agency if they could use
him. He was told sarcastically to go fly a
kite. They couldn't use a 66-year-old in-
surance peddler .

Because he was getting fat and needed
exercise, Mots designed and built his first
acrobatic kite. He became a familiar figure
along the lakefront where he tested his
kites which, he discovered, were coveted
by not only the young .

So Mots became a businessman at an
age when many men retire, designing and
manufacturing kites in more than 70 de-
signs and shapes . He operated Mots Ori-
ginal Acrobatic Kites on the West Side of
Milwaukee .

He marveled at what kites, properly
designed and flown, could do . He always
wanted to design one that could precisely
duplicate everything a bird did in flight .

He came close .
In 1971 he startled kitefliers in a na-

tional competition at the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, DC. Dressed in
a tuxedo, he took second place .

Mots in his tux and Elma became re-
cognized figures kiteflying at exhibitions,
such as Expo 67 in Winnipeg, Canada,
and others all over the country .

"Oh, the fun we used to have," Elma
Mots mused . "In Winnipeg we got $40 a
day for nine days for flying kites about
an hour and a half a day . Not bad for an
old man ."

His kite tails, made by Elma, were fam-
ous . Usually he had four 50-foot tails . In
a Canadian exhibition he once used 600
feet of tail to the delight of the crowd .

He is survived only by his wife-and
many friends .

The new Kite Society of Wisconsin con-
ducted its first event, the Frank Mots
Memorial Kite Festival, on September 9,
1978, at the lakefront area in Milwaukee .
"We who enjoy kiting hope to realize this
festival as an annual event," says Verdell
de Yarman, Society Secretary . Elma Mots
is an honorary member of the Society,
which has monthly activities planned .
The group invites local kitefliers to join
by contacting James de Yarman, Presi-
dent, Kite Society of Wisconsin, 2943 N .
Dousman, Milwaukee, WI 53212 . V













Streeter in
. . .observing clear windy skies, acres of

chateau lawn and a vertical
tennis game-à la Fete du Cerf-Volant

Story and Photographs by Tal Streeter

European kite festival doesn't appear in
Webster's or any other dictionary . Its
proper definition in journalistic terms
would follow the "beginning, middle and
end" formula required of all reporters .
Kite festivals, however, by virtue of their
special kaleidoscope-like nature, are not
easily_ molded and constrained by precise
accounting. Instead the kite festival is a
little bit like a three-ring circus of color
and aerial acrobatics accompanied by a
lot of lion-taming maneuvers on the
ground-multiplied by the number of kite
acts dotting the skies above : bright pat-
terns of color speeding rapidly up and
down, a kind of vertical tennis game with
viewers' heads bobbing up and down in
unison instead of right to left .

My formula for a kite festival story
would include the standard beginning (a
lot of behind-the-scenes planning and
preparation), a middle (organized chaos),
and no ending except perhaps something
approaching total exhaustion (kitefliers
don't like to go home) .

The following account is a fairly accu-
rate representation of the kite festival
"facts"-as I perceive kite festival facts
to be-of the recent Premier Fete du Cerf-
Volant held near Paris, a perhaps typical
European kite festival .

Until recently my primary experience
has been with Japanese kite festivals. As I
have suggested in previous writings, Japa-
nese kite festivals are virtually indescrib-
able. You have to be there to fully experi-
ence the exhilarating totality of kites en
masse. European kite festivals, I have

learned in the past two years, are every
bit as exciting .

Paris. June 25th, 1978. 8 a.m. We are up
and away, whizzing through the streets of
Paris with Tsutomu Hiroi, who has been
flown in from Japan just the previous eve-
ning, and the primary organizer of the
Fete du Cerf-Volant, Glenda Cudaback .
This delightful powerhouse of energy and
enthusiasm, organizer in the past two
years of kite festivals in Great Britain, is
now at work in Paris . Glenda is Director
of Promotion for the International Herald
Tribune, the Times/Post-owned English-
language newspaper for Europe with news
and editorial offices in Paris. Co-sponsor
of the kite festival is Japan Airlines,
whose major contribution has been the
grand prize of air tickets for two to Japan
plus one week's accommodations at
Tokyo's Hotel New Otani . Glenda's hus-

band is driving us in a snappy new Ren-
ault, not exactly airborne loaded down
with Hiroi's large crate of exotic kites,
but Monsieur Cudaback is a bit of a kami-
kaze and the Renault fairly flies over the
cobblestones in the early morning traffic-
free streets of Paris . We arrive safely at
the beautiful Chateau of the Bois de Vin-
cennes, about a (fast) hour's drive from
the center of Paris to the eastern peri-
meter of the city .

It has rained every day for the past
week and it seems most unlikely that it
will be clear today, but the sky is filled
with extraordinarily beautiful white, roll-
ing clouds. The air is crystal clear, the sky
a startlingly bright blue, the sun is out .
The day is destined to remain virtually

perfect until the end of the festival (the
next day another rainy spell begins) . Our
car drives off the main roads and out into
the Vincennes Park, formerly the lawns,
acres and acres of them, of the chateau .
In front of us now are several dozen peo-
ple milling around a good-sized canvas

Count Rouge adjusts his Elytroplan

TAL STREETER is a kitemaker and -sculptor
and is Chairman of Sculpture at State University
of New York College at Purchase. He and his
family have lived in Japan and Korea . Tal 's
studies in Japan resulted in his admired book,
The Art of the Japanese Kite, as well as a series
of his own handsome kite-art works, variously
configured, each named Flying Red Line .

Top: Inventive kites flown include the prize-
winning flatiron by Georges Cavin .
Below, Jacqueline Monnier and her subtle kites .



tent and trucks with sound equipment .
The other judges have already arrived :
Eric Gibson, one of the originators of
London's Kite Store and now devoting
himself to the promotion and develop-
ment of the Flexifoil Company ; and Jean-
Louis Bouisset, President of the Cerf-
Volant Club de France . Bouisset, Gibson,
Hiroi and I are given t-shirts with JUDGE
written in big red letters across the chest,
and we all don them, Hiroi also wearing
an open hapi festival coat from Japan,
and I an elaborately embroidered cowboy
shirt, "from America." Hiroi and I busy
ourselves preparing our own demonstra-
tion kites. Gibson disappears to help the
Flexifoil team set up . The Flexifoil team
has driven nearly all night, their car load-

ed with Flexifoil gear, a Eurostack and a
Herald Tribune/Japan Airlines special,
carried across the channel by ferry . Ray
Merry, co-inventor of the Flexifoil with
Andrew W. Jones (who is attending a
festival in Toronto), is still a bit pale from
a rough crossing. The team kids him, Sid
Mills noting that there was a beautiful
moon out on the water and "Ray was sur-
prisingly beautiful too, about the same
pale yellow color as the moon most of
the way across ." Fran Ostricher is, the
other team member and they're all nat-
tilly attired in jackets bearing the Flexi-
foil insignia .

The Festival crowd builds rather quick-
ly. Bouisset tells us that kites have been
flown at the Bois de Vincennes since 1845 .

I loft a 10-foot-high bamboo and rice
paper Flying Red Line in gusting winds
with help from several of the Flexifoil
team members. The kite pulls me across

the field, cutting through cloth gloves to
such an extent that I let it come down al-
most as soon as it reaches a height of 100
feet, going absolutely straight up, a rect-
angle of white and red against that beauti-
ful sky . Though brief, and a bit painful, it
was exhilarating for me, as I hadn't flown
one in quite some time .

Over the heads of thousands of visitors
to the festival, I see an enormously long
polyethylene tube that appears to be fly-
ing like a kite, its surface decorated with
colorful characters from Japanese myth-
ology. I wonder whose it is and finally
realize it must be something Hiroi has
pulled out of his enormous kite crate .

Suddenly on the far side of this huge
lawn (roughly the size of two football

fields, filled now with milling viewers all
stumbling around, their heads turned up-
ward towards the sky), a stack of-how
many?-eight, nine?-Flexifoils in train
rushes upward at incredible speed (some-
where between 80 and 100 miles-per-hour),
then whooshes down with a sort of soft,
high-pitched whine one reflexively associ-
ates with speeding trains and things faster
than bullets . Stopping just short of the
viewers' heads, it banks sharply and
speeds back up again, 200 feet up, turns
with only a slight slackening of speed,
then hurtles downward again . The crowds,
craning their necks upward, duck instinct-
ively as the kites appear certain to crash
right on their heads, looming larger and
larger, then at the last minute turning,
skimming the ground horizontally just
over the viewers' heads. With gusting and
stronger winds building, the train pulling
evenly out overhead, Sid at the control

bar-arms widespread, knuckles white and
arm muscles popping under the strain of
the unbelievably powerful foils, a wild
grin on his face-suddenly drops to the
ground, his legs together straight out in
front. The Flexifoils pull him over the
grass bouncing him along on the seat of
of his pants. The French clap loudly at
this display. I doubt if many of us had
ever anticipated such a thing from kites .
Sid passes the control bar to Ray, who
takes the train into figure eights, while
Sid, smiling broadly, gives a thumbs-up
sign to the enthusiastic crowds .

Somewhere in the vicinity of 6000
people are in attendance . Given the fact
that this is the first French festival of
kites in anyone's memory, there was

understandable concern on the organizers'
part for the success or failure of the festi-
val. But by 12 noon there is no longer the
slightest doubt in anyone's mind that
France's first kite festival is already a
huge success .

Four thousand delicate Kiskadee kites,
made after the Caribbean design of Eng-
land's Vivian Comma, are given away as
souvenirs of the festival. At least half of
the Kiskadees seem to be fluttering out at
the end of their 15 or so feet of thin
thread line .

The Cerf-Volant Club lofts a huge para-
foil made by several of the association
members . Six by ten feet, perhaps larger,
it is made of multiple bright colors of rip-
stop nylon . It is completely beyond my
comprehension how one man can hold
onto the flying line, and I assume that it
must be anchored somewhere to a truck
axle or something similarly well-rooted to

Youna Moses Gibson wears a JAL button . Sid Mills is Dulled across the grass on the seat of his pants by a stack of powerful Flexifoils .



the ground. The judges are arguing about
the means of computing the size relative
to the lift of a parafoil. Its competitor for
the festival's Largest Kite award is a
beautifully made rip-stop kite, a series of
delta-like configurations side by side, pro-
bably 12 feet long, a single bamboo pole
with polished brass fitting connecting two
sections for ease of dismantling and pack-
ing-another contribution of the small
but very serious membership of the Cerf-
Volant Club (39 active members .) Eric
Gibson insists that both kites share the
first place prize and we all finally agree at
his urging .

Quite some way off to the side of the
flying area I notice an elderly man in a
raincoat who is tossing into the air
something that looks like nothing more
than a model airplane wing, with
a stick projecting upward from a center
point-not too large, but certainly a curi-
ous object . I stroll over for a closer look
and hesitatingly introduce myself in Eng-
lish and express my wonder at this
strange device-which is quite beautiful-
to a gentleman whose name I learn is
Charles de Rouge-Count Rouge, I later
learn. He is flying in both kite and glider
fashion something he holds patents on
dating from 1934, a flying structure he
calls-printing it carefully in my little
book-an Elytroplan. (The dictionary
later steers me to the knowledge that this
name derives from a word describing two-
winged insects .) The Elytroplan has inde-
pendent wings in a dihedral, separated at
the V mid-point by a circle of brass tub-
ing . Rising out of this tubing is a solid
length of metal or wood about ¼x½x6
inches high sticking straight up in the air ;
at the very top of this section is a small,
plow-like form. Why this attachment
doesn't just turn the whole wing over is a
complete mystery-which I assume must
be crucial to the Elytroplan's flight.
Rouge's companion tells me that the
Count discovered the principle of the
helicopter and did considerable work on
it at the same point in time as Breguet,
who is given credit for its invention . I also
learn that this gentle, soft-spoken man
was flying his own airplane in 1904 . I give
him my first, second and third prize chips,
the awards judges may give independently
as they please, separate from the categor-
ies of competition, and walk over to the
registration desk to enter his name in the
festival myself. Hiroi gives him his third
place chip-he has already given Ray
Merry his other prize chips-and I believe
Eric Gibson gives him his remaining chips
as well .

Back in the flying area, the tiniest
kites are flying, some not so well . The

judges have already given the prize to a
gentleman flying a three-inch-square kite
made of five parakeet feathers. I missed
that one, but out on the flying field
Hiroi is jumping up and down dragging a
75-foot-long centipede into the air . His
normally sedate, typically restrained Japa-
nese attitude has completely reversed and
one hesitates to get too close for fear that
he will run right over you in his kite en-
thusiasm. Tako kichi is a phrase that I per-
haps helped popularize in the kite vocabu-
lary and it is quite manifest in Hiroi's teeth-
gritting grin . He passes the line on to seven-
year-old Moses Gibson, who is immediately
pulled off his feet, legs spinning . Hiroi
scoops him up, helping him hold on for
dear life to the writhing centipede .

Now Parisian artist Jacqueline Monnier
and her team of a dozen fliers dressed in
white overalls stage a kind of sky ballet of
groups of kites with 30- to 50-foot-long
multiple tails, beautifully designed in co-
lors and cutout shapes forming patterns
of color on the sky and clouds, an , aerial
painting adding a touch of dramatic and
elegant beauty to the generally more jum-
bled, rushing flash of primary colors dom-
inating most kites which are flown .

There are hundreds of other sights and
sounds which I have not mentioned and
at least a thousand more which I did not
see. Such is the exhilarating chaos, the
"facts" of a journalistic account of the
European kite festival, which are perhaps
common to kite festivals throughout the
world .

But there is one more kite I must de-
scribe . An iron, yes, an old-fashioned press-
ing iron about five feet long, iron-shaped
and iron-colored (styrofoam at its core),
rigid, a proper handle sticking out the
back side, is skittering from side to side
just over the heads of viewers . This strange
object flown by Georges Cavin, 68, a
watchmaker from the village of Nonan-
court in Normandy (who brought 16 kites
in the trunk of his car), is destined to win
the prize for the most unusual kite at the
festival, and ultimately the judges deter-
mine that it wins "le Grand Prix : un voy-
age au Japon pour deux personnes avec
un sejour d'une semaine a 1'hotel New
Otani ." It is towards the end of the day
and Cavin accepts the prize with tears in
his eyes .

By 6 :30 the crowds have thinned, sev-
eral dozen Kiskadees still flutter about re-
fusing to go home . Keeping them company,
way, way up in the sky, a dozen or more
kites still fly . The judges pass around their
addresses and exchange kites . By 8 :30, 12
hours after the beginning of the festival,
our Renault speeds back into the center
of Paris .

	





Kites in
the Wilderness

By Art Foran

It started with a big cloth bat that never
flew. When I met the bat in a big-city
store, it seemed a great idea to take it
backpacking on my weekly treks across
the mountains of Montana .

Shortly after the start of the first
trip I walked beneath a low branch . A
snap informed me of broken spars . A
kite must not be carried like an antenna .
At the first open, breezy ridge I splint-
ed the spar with tape, then discovered
my India reel missing . Somewhere it
had been pulled by brush from my pack
pocket . I considered unravelling my
sweater, but I was not vet a believer of
the kite . Today I would trade any
sweater for a kite string .

A few days later I was back in town
at `Vest Yellowstone in search of a basic
American staple, kite string . A two
hour search turned up not one inch of
kite string in the great recreational
hub of the West . That town is in trouble ;

it did not have a single kite, either . I
settled for tangle-as-you-go monofila-
ment, and while waiting for my guest
at the airfield, began to launch the
bandaged bat . I was vet to learn of
planes and kites. But no fear. Between
the bat that would only fly bouncing
on a wing-tip, and monofilament that
would only tangle, we all staved close
to the ground .

On the way to the Grand Tetons, I
located a few spools of 20( kite string
in a mercantile store at Ashton, Idaho .
Now there is a town with a future . The
store sold, of all things, a funny little
butterfly kite called the Gunther
Schmetterling. The kite looked just
right for backpacking, but I was not
sure plastic would fly any better than
the limping, cloth bat .
In a high meadow behind a Grand

Teton I slipped the yellow butterfly
into its skeleton, and in a wind strong
enough to set trees waving, she tore
for the sky. The first spool burned my

hands, and a very quick knot had the
second line reaching for cardboard .
I noticed later the label said some-
thing about not being fastened to the
spool . Schmetterling, free in the gale
and spinning like a blowing leaf',
sailed right over the Grand Tetons .
Bird watchers in Jackson Hole may
still be puzzled. She might still be
flying over the Wyoming sagebrush
country.

That flight hooked me on kites . But
I could only find two-stickers in
Montana . The library introduced me
to Kiteworld Inc . and I bought a whole-
salesale quantity, expecting to sell the
extra ones to kite-starved Montanans.
Before I sold any the bunch was lost,
drowned, torn, frozen and patched
beyond recognition . I ordered a second
supply, knowing certain types were
better for wilderness travel . A kite's
good points show as quickly in wilder-
ness travel as those of any companion .

I knew the Gunther kites flew nicely,



so I took the entire line above timber
line in Glacier National Park. I was
surprised to find each kite performing
in a different manner. The Deltaplan
would only perform in high wind, and
dove much like a glider. It was too
heavy for backpacking . Taifun, the
jet plane, flew like an old boxcar, but
looked quite real and after a few crashes
needed new struts manufactured on the
spot from dry beargrass stalks . The
Vampir simply would not fly any better
than the Libelle in a light wind . Each
performed much like the Indian
fighters, and I could only get them up
when the wind did all the work . But
I noticed with delight the little keelless
kites would skitter all over the sky and
seemed able to take the strong wind
with less diving . But they continually
tempted me to adjust the bridle ring,
and all that did was send the kite off
like a Frisbee . The Bonanza, an air-
plane simulation, flew perfectly any-
place . The Adler eagle was best suited

to the park because it looked like a
resident, and often brought along any
bird who thought it might be real . A
very pretty, easy flying kite . But the
Schmetterling_ butterfly was clearly
the one kite that would go up when
all others rested .

I found high winds around the high
cirque lakes, and little trouble in get-
ting kites to rise, but they would drop
like rocks into the center of nearly
every lake, and often continue the
power dive right to the bottom . With
practice, I was able to skim them out,
but broken struts and punctured wings
spoiled the fun . I discovered most of
these lakes held a flying-sky a few
hundred feet from the shore, then the
down-draft ended the flight . The best
kite-fishing rig here must include an
octopus, with a hook on each leg .

I finally bought a Nantucket kite,
one of the charming Valkyries . It flies
grandly in mountain valleys, tree-
ringed meadows and in all the places



a kite should be . The flutter in the
wings makes this kite more alive than
the plastic simulators . It copies no-
body ; it is simply a glorious kite, not
a plane, bug, bird or bat . . And the
smaller Ace by The Nantucket Kite-
man `n Lady was even better for back-
packing. I solved the broken spar
problem by tying the kites loosely in
a cloth bag attached to the backpack .
When it catches on things, the bag
jumps around . (At first I had carried
the kites in my hand, but the wrinkling
from sweaty palms seemed to give them
a worn look .)

I tried flying from windy peaks,
but the down-drafts were bad news .
The valleys with continual winds
proved more fun, meadows with high
launching grass were grand places,
and nothing gave me such great flying
as the openings in a mountain ridge
where the alluvium marked the place
of continually flowing breeze . I quickly
learned the importance of positioning
the kite over even-colored ground
after trying to fly over a checkerboard
wheat field . My kite acted broken every
time it crossed a green patch on a warm
day, diving hopelessly with the down-
draft. One side benefit of kiteflying
was seeing and feeling things that
never meant anything in textbooks .
Learning this new dimension of the
world is a totally absorbing game, and
the sky is everyplace, ready to show
me more .

I tried several of the garbage-bag
sled kites of Mylar, ° Tyvek R̀' and pol-
ethylene, but, while they flew nicely,' I
always felt I had a bit of litter on the
end of the line . Perhaps I need to make
one with brighter colors or greater
dimensions. Sleds have the very nice
feature of rising with no nose-dance,
and do move about in pretty circles,
even untangle themselves from brush
and trees as though they need to play
with every gust of wind .
My real love became the Indian

fighter. One long day in Yellowstone
Park the dogs and I were in low spirits .
We had walked much too far, having
had to backtrack from a rock slide,
and were tired, footsore and shivering .
To do something worthwhile, I slipped
one of Vic's Fighter Kites from the
tube (a superb travel kite), and let the
little yellow fishbone dart into the
blue . As the sun caught her above the
canyon, I knew why I fly kites . The
world took on the life of the dancing
kite . Dogs might be called fighters,
but that kite is a dancer.
I have a number of the nonfolding

kites now and fly them from our moun-
tain meadow every day. There are
sometime-complaints at the litter of
tails in the sewing room, but when a
kite we sew finally flies, the mess is
not noticed . I find the look of a good
kite is a long way from the construction
of one, and will only build one now if
I can't find one of the type on the
market. We built a big barn door kite
for our child's wedding and had great
fun sending up all future bad luck,
then letting it free . I hope nobody ever
finds that kite -it will be like opening
Pandora's box .

It snows and is cold in Montana now,
but the kites rise each day. At 20 below,
I enjoy using a big cardboard reel
similar to The Kite Factory's Flightube .
It handles well with big mittens and
is as fast as any cold weather string
collector. Kites seem to fly beautifullyr
on very cold days, and skim over pow-
der snow to rise nicely after a landing .
But I find the Mylar a bit fragile in
deep cold .

When I took the kites to the Grand
Canyon, much time was spent pulling
them out of it . The down-drafts acted
the way they do at cirque lakes . But
the side valleys were beautiful and I
found abandoned airstrips from the
uranium mining days provided the
most perfect flying fields. Pilots must
know where to fly kites. I considered
the hazard slight here, as the strips
were filled with sagebrush, and any
emergency lander would be charmed
by the company of a kiteman in the
desert . Generally, desert kiteflying
is the best I have had anyplace, with
winds that remain and trees that have
yet to grow, with little to snag a kite
string .
The most curious thing I found in

hundreds of flying days in the Rocky
Mountains was no kite other than
mine. Those people I introduced to
the sky world were astonished at the
excitement on the end of a sky line .

The only reaction I get from my kite
bumper stickers is, "Where do you fly
your hang-glider?" When I put on a
serious face and say I am a mystic who

r

flies bits of paper for the glory in it,
the reaction is always curious . People
look at me though I might be dangerous .
The Montana sky filled with kites

seems as likely as a snowbank filled
with sun-worshipers. The hawks and
little birds may prefer the sky empty,
but I wonder what people do who have
no kites to live with . They must miss
a bit of the world visible only beyond
a kite .
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RSVP-to a World Altitude Record
By William Chapman

Seventeen-year-old Steven Flack flew
into kiteflying history and probably the
next edition of the Guinness Book of
World Records by setting a new altitude
record for kiteflying .

On September 9, 1978, he flew a kite
to a height of 37,908 feet, an incredible
seven miles up .

Steven's record is especially remarkable
for two reasons . The first is that Steven
sent out formal printed invitations in ad-
vance, notifying people of his intention
to set the record . The second is that he
used absolutely no special or modified
equipment to pull the feat off .

Steven has been flying kites for about
10 years, mostly for pure enjoyment and
with prefabricated store-bought kites . This
enterprising resident of Utica, NY, readily
agreed to an interview with me, a member
of AKA, for reasons of providing kite en-
thusiasts with the full story for their own
enjoyment and of having the technical
aspects of his flight recorded with the
world's most respected body of kitefliers .

What gave you the idea to set this particu-
lar world's record?

Last May while I was looking through
the Guinness book of records I got the
urge to see my name listed in it . I looked
through the book and settled on kites as
the area I would make my attempt in . I
called the Guinness people and got the
impression that maximum altitude was
generally considered the most important
kite record, so that's the one I went after .

How much planning and preparation
were necessary for your attempt?

Actually quite a bit . As I said, I called
Guinness. I got all the information on
how to have my record officially registered
so they would accept it. That included
things like making sure I had reliable wit-
nesses who would sign statements saying
they saw me set the record . I was lucky in
finding a sponsor at the local toy and
hobby shop . He paid for my line, which
was a considerable expenditure .

I understand the Federal Aviation
Administration cleared air space for you .

Yes, we had to go through the FAA
because of the heights we would be fly-
ing at. After some negotiation, they gave
us a place in Boonville, NY, for our flying
site . They cleared an area of over 1000



square miles up to a height of 40,000 feet .
One of the more interesting aspects of

this is that you had enough confidence to
send out invitations in advance . Could
you give me some information on this?

Yes, I sent out invitations to quite a
lot of people . I even sent one to New
York's Governor . He couldn't come, but
he did take time to answer by telegram .

How many people did come?
People came and went . At the height

of it I think there were about 50 people .
One man had come up from Binghamton,
NY, about three hours away . He had read
in the paper of my plans and he got in his
car and drove up to see it himself .

What kind o f kites did you use?
All my kites were Gayla Sky Raiders,

which were kindly donated by Gayla In-
dustries of Houston, TX. These are kites
you can buy almost everywhere, and I
made no special modifications on them .

How about your line?
It was 25-pound test Gladding mono-

filament fishing line . I used it for both
the main line and for the leaders going to
the support kites .

How many kites did you use in all?
At the end I had seven kites on the

string, spaced at about 1 ½-mile intervals .
How were the support kites attached

to the main line?
The support kites were on 250-foot

leaders, which I attached by first making
a slip knot in, the main line and then
quickly tying the leader into it with a
bowline knot . At the heights I was flying,
there was a tremendous pull on the line,
so I was constantly letting line out to
reduce the strain . At the time I added in
support kites, I had to move as quickly as
possible to get the leader attached and
then start paying out more line before
the strain increased to the point where
my line would break .

How about the main line? How did
you manage to get that out?

My line was wound on three-mile
spools. I ran a half-inch hardwood dowel
through the center of each spool. The
spools rotated so rapidly they chewed
right through three dowels and I had to
replace them. When I came to the end of
a full spool, I attached the line to the
start of the next spool with a double hang-
man's noose . I was on my fifth spool of
line at the end of my attempt .

How did you go about figuring the

altitude of the top kite?
I kept track of the amount of line let

out, which at its maximum was 12 .21
miles of line . Using a sextant-style device,
I established an angle of 3 6 degrees mini-
mum for the line . Using the standard trig-
onometry formula with this information I
established an altitude of 37,908 feet .

So actually the figure you claim for
the record is probably conservative?

Yes. The angle of the line increased
slightly at each point where a support
kite was attached . . For the purposes of
figuring the altitude, we used the lowest
angle . I can prove mathematically my kite
reached 3 7,908 feet . I know it was actual-
ly higher than this figure, but I don't
know exactly how much higher it went .

How much of your rig could you see?
With very powerful binoculars, the

highest kite was a dot which was some-
times visible .

How did the attempt end?
Shortly after attaching the seventh

kite to the line, the strain increased too
much and the line snapped .

Did you get any kites back as souvenirs?
No, but the crowd on hand took every-

thing extra that I had used, from the
wrappers the kites came in down to the
broken dowels . I autographed many of
the pieces. This did serve a good purpose :

they picked up so many things there was
no litter left anywhere on the field .

How much interest did this feat gener-
ate in the news media?

Of course the local news media all
covered the story . It was also carried on
the national wire news service, which
resulted in stories in a number of news-
papers across the country.

Do you have any plans for setting
future records?

I'm not sure . Not right away, anyhow .
It takes a lot of time, money and work to
do something like this.

Most-on-a-Line Record Hits 4,128
The following news item appeared in the
March 1979 issue of Le Lucane, the news-
letter of the Kite Club of France. The re-
port had been reprinted from Le Parisien
Libere of September 22, It was trans-
lated by Judith Faecher in Baltimore and
is very third-hand (or fourth- or fifth-hand)
here. We would welcome a direct report
from a kite observer in Japan .
Kamakura-A 55-year-old Japanese has
established an extraordinary new world
record : he has succeeded in flying on the
same line 4,128 small triangular [sic] kites,
about the size of a post card .

The previous record of this specialty
had been established, about a month ago,
by a group from Tokyo, with "only"
3,800 kites .

Enthusiastically encouraged by specta-
tors, Mr . Kazuhiko Asaba, restaurateur,
began his attempt at dawn on a beach at
Kamakura . The highest flying kite was
1,300 meters high .

New Indoor Flying Record Set
The Washington Kitefliers Association of
Seattle, WA, proudly reports the exploits
of members Tom Sisson and Carl Brewer .
They flew an airplane-type glider kite
made by Carl which can be pulled up,
allowed to glide back, pulled up again-and
so on, all night long . And that's just what
they did in Seattle's Kingdome from the
halftime of a Seattle Sonics basketball
game on January 31, 1979, into the early
hours of February 1 . On a single strand of
silk thread, they kept their kite up for
nine (9) hours and 15 minutes-and
claimed a new world record . The pair had
planned to fly for a full 24 hours, but
crashed and burned early because their
line broke .
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Steve Flack holds up a kite like the ones
he used to set a new world altitude record .



Story by Valerie Govig
Photographs by Theodore L . Manekin

In the Govig household, July is Nags Head
Month . For the last several years, even
when we couldn't afford it, we've been
drawn to the unspoiled dunes, hospitable
community, reliable sunshine, historic
ambience (adjacent to Kitty Hawk), steady
winds-and kites! It's in Nags Head, NC,
that the resplendent gift emporium, the
Galleon Esplanade, puts on a fine kite
festival the third weekend each July . The
generous prizes ($75 to the top winners)
have always attracted kiters from all over
the mid-Atlantic area, as well as local
vacationers and enthusiasts .

This year we had arranged to "crash"
with Rick Kinnaird, who had rented a
cottage for the week . It would not cost
too much to go, taking along Ted Mane-
kin and Pete Ianuzzi to share travel ex-
penses . And I had made a kite earlier in
the season that wouldn't shame me, a
Stacked Deltas (Neil Thorburn's design
from Kite Lines, Winter 1977-78) .

Of course, I didn't expect to win .

First there was the competition, which
I expected to be keen . Second there was
the simple fact that I had never won the
top prize in any contest . I had entered
quite a few, but for many events I was
involved with their management . As a
matter of policy, I wouldn't enter a con-
test I had organized .

The. result of not winning, for me, was
lowered expectations, but not loss of en-
thusiasm. The camaraderie of kiters always
kept my spirits up if not my kite . I never
felt apologetic or crushed by not winning .
I knew someday I'd have time to make a
really superb kite-of-my-dreams (several
are floating in my head all the time) and
win a prize . Meantime, I would loft my
Stacked Deltas for the pure pleasure of
flying it-and this would be a good holi-
day, in fact a great one . Tal Streeter will
be coming and bringing Andrew Jones of
England, one of the two designers of the
Flexifoil. My expectations are high .

We leave on Friday and arrive late at
night . Next morning I awake to see many
kites in full sunlit glory-Rick's own color-
ful galleon-appliqued three-sticker, Pete's



Opposite page : At Nags Head, a delta-
Conyne by Curtis Marshall flashes its striking
Marimekko cotton over the scene full of
intimidating kites, including another Marshall
majesty in the foreground .

Below, clockwise from upper left : Virginia
Ellis and her beautiful sled ; Rick Kinnaird with
his appliquéd "barn door" ; Red Braswell and
his giggle of a kite in folding styrofoam with
whirling eyes and flapping tongue ; Valerie
Govig and Stacked Deltas with AKA Life
Member Aylene Goddard at her right .
Right, Andrew Jones flexing his muscles at the
control bar of his Flexifoils, inset above .

great "o-dako," my husband Mel's prize
Guatemalan-style circle kite of multihued
rip-stop nylon. Rick and his friend Carol
are putting last-minute finishing touches
on his kite as we take coffee and Danish
in quick, deliberate swallows down over
the butterflies . Then it's off to the open
space next to the Galleon .

It's a stunning sight to behold the 1978
crop of kites here. Missing and missed are
the Brown family and Arthur Kurle, who
have been regulars in other years . Making
up for them perhaps is the Curtis Marshall
family, competing for the first time using
a bevy of elegant delta-Conynes and Flexi-
foils of their own making . As usual, Bill
Bigge is there with the latest model of his
windless Janus airplane ; Wood and Virginia
Ellis are working with some very fancy
sleds ; Francis, Gertrude and Carol Rogallo
have made an extra-large one-cell Corner
Kite ; and the Braswells are there with
stunters and novelties . Other fine models
are being entered at the registration table,
while some are being prepared for flight
or put up to test the wind .

The wind In the morning at Nags

Head, the wind is often feeble . Afternoons
it usually picks up, but this is still morn-
ing. I pull my Stacked Deltas out of its
blue bag and start assembling it . In ny-
lon rip-stop instead of plastic, it is easy to
handle, and is an appealing color combina-
tion running from medium blue for the
leading wings to light blue to white to yel-
low . Blue tassels flutter at each wing tip .
As soon as I have it together and attached
to the line on my fishing reel, it moves
easily into the air as if born to fly . I keep
it tethered at a risky 10 feet or so, where
it behaves beautifully . It comes in to my
hand for the judges' closer inspection .
Then at the signal for the official flight,
when the wind is very low, it rises into
space again .

Bill Bigge is doing very well, of course .
But most of the larger kites are having
trouble. Mel and Pete are vanquished . The
Marshalls' kites don't seem to be doing as
well as usual. But Rick is flying particu-
larly well . Jamie Braswell is doing impress-
ive acrobatics to one side . It is a lovely
few minutes of special kites all up at once
on a bright day with only minimum en-

couragement from the wind .
Suddenly the judges are calling the

kites down . The flying time is short at this
judging (in contrast to the Endurance Di-
vision, which starts at noon and goes on
marathon-like till the wind-or the partici-
pants-give out). Now the "Home-Made
Kites" Division winners are about to be
announced . The choices are good. I ap-
plaud especially Rick's win for Most Beau-
tiful and Bill's deserved recognition for
Most Historically Appropriate to the Area .

The last to be announced is the top
prize, and I expect one of the Marshalls
to win it . My name is spoken . What? I'm
wanted for something? You mean I won?
(It takes a few minutes to overcome those
nonwinner habits, especially when you
have some of the most sophisticated com-
petition in the world running against you .)

I don't deserve it . Not at all . But I make
a quick adjustment to the impropriety . It
is a delicious moment . Its flavor lingers all
day. My utterly subjective conclusion is
that when the benefits of competition
are in question, winning one is the ulti-
mate convincer .
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By W. D. (Red) Braswell

While kiteflying at the Manassas (VA) Bat-
tlefield Park, I saw a Gayla "Baby Bat"
being flown with two lines and making
smooth figures . I went over to talk with
the kiteflier ; he was Richard Radcliffe of
Manassas. Richard had been figure kiting
for about six years with "store-bought"
kites, using his own bridle design and add-
ing only string to the kite .

He let me take the lines and I was very
pleased with what I felt : accurate and
smooth control even though the wind was
light . I asked him for the bridle measure-
ments and was happy when he loaned me
his kite to copy .

I had to have a delta "bat" with this
bridle, so I went out and bought one .
When I got home, I applied the "Radcliffe
Bridle" to my new delta bat . (I used large
diameter string so it would show in photo-
graphs.)

With my new kite rigged with the Rad-
cliffe Bridle and camera in hand, I went
to the field to fly it . I found that it con-
trolled well in any wind, from light to
strong .

Several days later I asked kiter Wood
Ellis to try the delta bat with two lines .
Wood said he had never flown a dual-line
kite before, but he would try it . After 15
minutes on the controls, he said, "You
have another convert ; does it take only
15 minutes to get one converted to two-
stringing?"

A few days later, I called another kite
enthusiast, Pete Ianuzzi, and told him
about the Radcliffe Bridle . He suggested

we try it out on our lunch hour. Ten min-
utes after launching the kite, Pete ex-
claimed, "It's great!"

He copied the bridle measurements to
try on his Anniversary Delta, made by
Bob Ingraham .

A few days later, Pete and I got to-
gether with the new bridling system on
Bob's Anniversary Delta and the Nantuck-
et Kiteman's Valkyrie.

Pete had worked out the bridle mea-
surements for the two kites, using the
Radcliffe system, and the kites were both
ready to fly with two strings . Each kite
flew very well, but Bob's kite required
less wind . We also learned that any good
flying delta can be rigged for figure kiting
using this system .

My enthusiasm for the Radcliffe Bridle
was justified at the Maryland Kite Festival
on April 29, 1978, when it won first
place for two-line maneuverable kites .
The flier was my son, 14-year-old Jaimie
Braswell, who up to that time had flown
only Peter Powell-type two-stringers .
With no previous experience with this
kite, he went on to win .

For some time I have wanted a light
wind figure kite, and now it's here. Any-
one can have one by adding the Radcliffe
Bridle to a delta . Just adjust the figures
on the diagram to fit your delta and have
more fun than you have ever had with
that kite before . Don't forget to add a
long tail to it and then go figure kiting .

Kite innovator Red Braswell became the
first elected President of AKA at the na-
tional meeting in September, 1978 .

TWOSTRINGINGTHEDELTA











CALIFORNIA

The San Diego Kite Club sends us news
via the pen of Marilyn Perlman :

It was a kiteflier's dream-perfect wind,
beautiful weather, pleasant surroundings
and a group of congenial kite enthusiasts .
This was the setting on August 12, 1978,
for the Fourth Annual Mission Bay Kite
Fly at Ski Beach, Mission Bay, San Diego .
For the first time in its history, contests
and prizes were featured .

The highlight of the day was the man-
lifting red parachute kite created by Paul
Block of Vista. The kite was fitted with a
harness in which the person to be lifted
was strapped, and a tow rope, handled by
recruited men and women, supplied the
lifting power. Although the weight limit
of 100 pounds or under restricted most
of the riders to children, two adults, Carol
Hamilton and a local TV newscaster, were
also sent aloft . Their exhilaration could
only be matched by the boundless energy
and enthusiasm of the towing crew .

On a day when large kites seemed to
dominate the air, Dick DeSantis, a com-
puter systems designer from Los Angeles,
certainly added to the spectacle with his
300-foot nylon dragon . It not only won
him the awe and admiration of the crowd
but second place for the most beautiful
kite. Richard Loera's flying flower pot
and miniature Edo kites won him prizes
in the most unique and smallest kite cate-
gories. The most unique kite of the day
was judged to be that of Mr . and Mrs . Ty
Wong, whose delicately and precisely built
train of birds caused many a spectator to
take a second look .

Excitement prevailed as Victor Heredia,
well-known kite fighter and kite maker,

began the maneuverability contest . Each
participant was required to do certain
acrobatics on command, such as : dive,
climb, left circle, right cirecle, etc ., and
was given a score according to his or her
proficiency.

As the day was ending, the respected
panel of judges, including Bill Everett,
Eva Creek, Dale Fleener and Ted Norton,
tallied ther scores for each event as the
crowd eagerly awaited news of the win-
ners. The special award of the day, a tro-
phy for the person who had contributed
the most to kiting, went deservedly to
Vic Heredia, who has done much to pro-
mote kiteflying not only in California but
in many areas all over the U .S .

As the sun began to set, a potluck bar-
becue was enjoyed by all as the events of
the day and of kite flies yet to come re-
mained the topics of conversation .

COLORADO

Active kiter Jerry Grill reports on Denver's
KIM-FM Radio Kite Festival on May 21 :

The days before and after the kite festi-
val, the weather was ideal for kiting . How-
ever, during the festival, I don't think the
wind was more than four or five miles per
hour . Although the wind was nil, the en-
thusiasm was very high. Everyone was run-
ning around trying to get kites up . Some
even tied helium balloons to their kites
which did not help that much .

I estimated the crowd was about 750 .
Sandy Reale of KIM-FM deserves a very
big thanks for promotion of the festival .
The radio provided kites, string, bever-
ages and prizes during the festival . They
also provided me with radio time to do a
talk show on kiting. I also did a mini-
clinic in the park and a TV presentation
prior to the festival . I have the commit-
ment of KIM-FM Radio to continue what
has been held for two years and appears
to be an annual event for the Denver
metro area.

KENTUCKY

Truman Williamson, a middle school art
teacher in Louisville, writes :

In commemoration of the 75th anniver-
sary of the Wright Brothers' glider, stu-
dents in the art exploratory class of Myers
Middle School, Louisville, KY, assembled
1400 kites to fly on one string in the
spring of 1978 . The class had decided to

break the Guinness world record of 1050
kites flown from one line, unaware that a
new record of 1585 had already been set
in Japan .

After making an economical prototype
kite, the 4x7"" model went into produc-
tion by sixth, seventh and eighth graders .

The basic kites were made from plastic
drinking straws and garbage bag plastic .
Three Rogallo-styled parawings with nine-
foot wing spans were made to serve as
tow kites. These large kites were made of
four-mil plastic with fiberglass bicycle
safety pole spars. The main string was 50-
lb . test monofilament fishing line with 6-
lb . fishing line to bridle the small kites to
the main line . Lines and kites were hung
in sections from the art room ceiling until
all were finished and ready. The class suc-
cessfully flew 150-plus kites earlier in the
week to test equipment and organization .

The weather turned out to be almost
ideal. The low pressure held and there
were about 10-14 mile-per-hour winds . It
took about one hour to connect the line
segments together and safety-tie them .
The large tow kites were equipped with a
separate safety line . The first attempt got
up about 50 feet and then the tow kites
broke off and were hauled in by the safe-
ty line. The second attempt was made
with only one lift kite . This time it was
successful. The kites strung out into a
long parabola with the top kites double-
tethered . All of the kites were off the
ground under their own power and were
airborne for about three minutes while
two large and strong eighth graders an-
chored the line . The top 100 feet of line
broke off but all the kites were recovered .

Local TV channels provided coverage
of the event on the evening news. The
feat was witnessed by about half of the

Getting a lift by man-towed parachute
at the Mission Bay Kite Fly, San Diego, CA .

The art room at Myers Middle School in
Louisville, KY, before the record attempt,
with 1400 kites hanging from the ceiling .



850 students at school, plus faculty . A
count of 1380 kites was believed correct,
allowing for loss of several kites in the
process. The art class is saving the kites
along with 300 additional ones that are
half-finished in a box in the art room .
The total cost of the project was esti-
mated to be about ten dollars, and
Myers Middle School stands ready to
fly again .

MICHIGAN

In August we received from Hank Szerlag
of the Detroit area an interesting letter,
excerpted here :

Early this year I organized several kite
enthusiasts from the Detroit area into a
formal association . We call ourselves the
"5/20 Kite Group ." The name is derived
from the number of founding members
and the date of inception . Most of us are
AKA members. As is usual with new kite
groups, our makeup is primarily com-
posed of kite builders . This will probably
change as we grow .

We have three flagship deltas (30-feet-
plus wide) that we fly at all our planned
gatherings .

The 5/20 Group's newsletter includes
kite plans, occasional color xerox and
reportage of local monthly doings, such

as the group's trip to the Canadian Na-
tional Exhibition Kite Festival. Member-
ship is $3 a year. The Executive Secretary
is Hank Szerlag, 1961 Hunt Club Drive,
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236 .

Steven Jeske of Midland sends us a round-
up of kite activities from busy Michigan .
We print a selection :

The competitive kiting season began in
Michigan on a cold and windy April 15,
when Saginaw Valley State College held
its annual endurance kitefly . Many souls
braved the 400 , 20-mile-per-hour winds,
but it didn't take long to thin out the com-
petition. After only four hours the two
remaining fliers called a truce, then quickly
headed for warmer places and hot drinks .

Michigan National Bank in Lansing spon-
sored the second Go Fly a Kite Contest
May 6 . This is the largest kitefly in Michi-
gan. Kites and line were provided to over
400 applicants while hundreds of specta-
tors watched. The adult competition for
fastest retrieval of 225 feet of line was
hot, with the winner doing 28 seconds!

The whole affair was well organized
and entertaining . Steve Terry, faithful
AKA member, came with his large kite
collection, which he distributed to many
eager little helpers . A train of 16 sleds
broke away from Steve but instead of des-
cending it kept right on going up and out!
The weight of some of the collapsed sleds
balanced their lift such that the train as-
cended right up into the clouds where we
lost sight of it . Is there a record for non-

The 5/20 Kite Group synchronized to launch a 30-foot delta . Left is Tom Pisa, right is John Hegg.

In photo at right, Hank Szerlag displays his 12-foot "Hewitt Flexkite" with fiberglass leading edge .





NEW MEXICO

Bob Ingraham, Founder of AKA, was re-
cently the subject of a warm half-page
local newspaper article in which he was
dubbed "the patron saint of kitefliers . "
In addition, Bob writes from Silver City :

I have, at long last, acquired a kitefly-
ing friend here. He is Philip D. Roberts, a
young radio engineer who lived in Roswell,
NM, and flew kites with Ray Holland . We
have a lot of fun together although there
is a slight difference in our ages . He is 25
and I, of course, am rocking on the 68
mark . However, he is the first Silver Citian
who ever indicated any interest in kites . I
am teaching him to make the delta and
maybe he can take over [my kite business] .

NEW YORK

Late July brought the following letter
from James T. Linnen of Long Island :

Our club is called the Long Island Kite-
fliers Association (LIKA) . We have been-
together as a group for about one year
and our members are quite diverse ; each
has something unique to contribute . We
ran a successful photo contest last month .

One of our main activities is teaching
children and adults about the wonderful
world of kites . April 9, 1978, was a big
day for us as we held a kite contest for an
elementary school . It was a beautiful day
and the skies were full of colorful kites .
The members gave of their time in prepa-
ration and in the awarding of ribbons and
prizes. The children were shown how to

make kites from plastic bags and paper .
What a wonderful feeling it is to hear
these little ones squeal with delight : "Hey,
look at MY KITE ."

Our club welcomes anyone who likes
to have fun and exchange ideas . We meet
at least once a month to fly . Many of the
club members flew all winter and have
great stories about snow flying .

We also spend time doing research in
kite history . This past summer a few of
the members went to Blue Hill in Massa-
chusetts, took pictures of their trip and
reported back . Most of the members are
in contact with kitefliers from other parts
of the world . The club is lucky in that a
couple of the members are artists and
have been working on a club logo and
bulletin . Some of us even write kite poet-
ry for the club . LIKA keeps a log book of
events and ideas.

Our topic for this month and next is
safety. We keep our meetings informal
but serious when someone is sharing an
idea . The magazine Kite Lines is our guide .

The letter was followed by the first is-
sue of the association's newsletter, "Wind
Psalteries, " reporting club activities and
safety tips with commentary and a few
photographs. Dues and/or subscriptions
are unspecified. LIKA lives at P. O. Box
362, Holtsville, Long Island, NY 11742.



OHIO

OSEK (Ohio Society for the Elevation of
Kites) continues to keep Cleveland's skies
colorful. The group ran an April Foolery
Kite Fly followed by biweekly flies and
get-togethers into September on second
and fourth Sundays . "Shoot the Breeze"
is the group's spritely newsletter and dues
are $3 per year . Inquiries maybe addressed
to the Treasurer, Judy Neuger, 4500 Cha-
grin River Road, Chagrin Falls, OH 44022 .

WASHINGTON

Activity in and around Seattle kept up its
usual high pace-and then some-over the
past season . Weekly Sunday afternoon
flies filled the schedule, supplemented by
a number of contests, such as the Seafair
event in July . More and more a familiar
sight is the group's train of tissue paper
deltas flown at half-times at local sports
events, both indoors and out . This year
the Seafair contest and WKAers were
gladdened by the visit of Takeshi Nishi-
bayashi, who was a guest of the hospit-
able David Checkleys . "Nishi" conducted

workshops and made himself at home for
several days of kiting in Seattle .

In Spokane, WA, the All-City Kiteflying
Contest in Franklin Park in April was a
high flying occasion, as AKA member
Tom Christensen reported :

This was a nice spring day and a good
time was had . About 200-300 people
showed up. There was free cider and pop-
corn . Prizes were given for longest tail,

highest kite, smallest kite, most decora-
tive kite, etc . It was very well organized .

I noted some very fine kites-a Jalbert
Parafoil by Richard White, a beautiful
Bermuda, a fighter and a lot of kites
made by the Rev. Joseph Lee.

In a separate report, we learned that
John Reed also participated. He traveled
from Moscow, ID, to fly a six-foot roller
kite he built .

Takeshi Nishibayashi assembling his eagle
kite at the Seattle Seafair kite contest in July .

John Reed of Moscow, ID, with his roller .

ENGLAND

Kiting in England has kept pace or even
exceeded the high level of the Silver Jubi-
lee Year, according to our British Corres-
pondent Clive Rawlinson. Regrettably,
space lets us print only two as highlights .

"SOMETHING ON THE WIND"
By Martin Dowling

Viewers of BBC-2 on December 29,
1977, saw "Something on the Wind" for
50 minutes. Produced by BBC Bristol and
filmed at Little Rissington airfield, Glou-
cestershire, it reviewed the history of kites
with interviewer Gwyn Richards assisted
by David Turner, Martin Lester, Nick
Morse, Sean Rawnsley and Jo Whiffen .

The opening "cobra" kites in the sky
were followed by Brockton three-slot
Eddy-style kites, airplane kites and Indian
fighter kites. From a Hargrave, the dis-
play moved to a 46-cell tetrahedral with
due credit to Dr . Bell, and to a Jalbert
Parafoil with a pointed tail, followed by
a modification with closed leading edge,
inflation being achieved by opening a
center bottom panel .

Steerable kites included six tandem
Peter Powell stunters and eight tandem
Flexifoils with the operator straining at
the control rod .

The highlight of the film, in part pho-
tographed from a crane extending about
100 feet in the air for excellent shots
"looking from the kite," was a repeat of
Samuel Franklin Cody's lifting of a man
by kites. David Turner, a civil engineer,
launched a large pilot Hargrave with light
line about 400 feet up and then attached
a lifting line of about ½-inch nylon rope .
To this line, at about 150-foot intervals,
were clamped three cone-like spindles,
the largest at the top and the smallest at
the bottom . Three large Hargrave-style
kites, each about 10 feet high by 15-foot

span with a ring at the top leading edge
and a harness ring and cord at the bottom,
were placed on the line and allowed to
drift up . The first (top) kite slid up the
cable, the harness ring being too large on
the first two cone-shaped "stops," finally
being stopped at the last cone . Smaller
rings on equally large kites were lofted
and traveled up the line to be engaged .

With this arrangement anchored by a
five-ton vehicle and the line let out
through a winch and block arrangement,



Turner attached the "lifting" kite with
cables and pulleys which allowed it to be
pulled down at the tail to the main line .

This somewhat bigger Hargrave was
connected to a large pulley which trav-
eled freely on the main cable and the pul-
ley supported a wicker basket . The first
attempt, in the evening, failed when the
wind died .

The next day, with all kites up, Turner
got into the basket, the Hargrave was
pulled down by the tail into a position to
effect maximum drag and slowly Turner
was pulled up the rope . As he passed the
camera position on the crane, he looked a
little uneasy and the radio microphone
conveyed an air of apprehension and fi-
nally confidence as he approached an ele-
vation of about 300 to 400 feet .

The photography was excellent and a
large crew was obviously required . Perhaps
the film may someday be shown in Amer-
ica-and it should be seen .

STANFORD HALL KITE FESTIVAL
By Jim Whitehouse, Festival Organizer

Sunday the 25th of June dawned bright
with a strong northwest wind that by
9 a .m . had filled the skies with kites . By
the time the Festival finished the 1227
visitors had experienced all the seasons of
weather in one afternoon, with the wind
down to zero and bright sun to heavy
rain . But the kites kept flying!

Lionel Lowe kept the crowd enter-
tained with his stack of six Red Arrow
aerobatic kites, and when the wind
dropped "Jones the Kite" stepped in with
"stringbag" model airplanes .

A new world record was established by
Tom Chapman as he flew 72 of his "Barn-
stormer" kites on a single pair of lines
and even did a figure eight to show how
easy it is .

Judges of the aerobatic class, after a
very close tussle, pronounced Jonathon
Tippler of Lancaster Boy's School, Lei-
cester, the first British Kite Flying Asso-
ciation National Champion . He was close-
ly followed by Jim Mannal of Bedford,
trying to "do the double" since he is the
current control-line model airplane cham-
pion . Jim's own kite design produces su-
perbly accurate figures . Lancaster School



did well, since they also carried off the
trophy for the Best School entry .

The handicapped person section pro-
duced a runaway victory for the Victoria
School, Birmingham. Linda Brown, the
teacher responsible for introducing kites
into the school, saw her pupils Bryan
Hooper, Steven Wasteney and Steven
Coyne take the first three prizes with the
added bonus of a trophy for the best
entry from a school for the handicapped .
Bryan, who has limited arm and leg con-
trol, gave a demonstration of how he can
fly a twin-line kite with the aid of a spe-
cial harness developed by Jim Whitehouse
of the B .K.F .A. The idea was originally
Don Dunford's, who kindly provided kites
for the school .

The donated prizes were presented by
Lord Braye and the Hon . Penelope
Verney-Cave. Lord Bray invited the Asso-
ciation back to Stanford Hall next year,
and Ron Moulton was happy to accept
for the B .K .F .A. The provisional date is
fixed for Sunday, June 24th, 1979 .

JAPAN

A special report by Larry Hoffman :
Last spring a group of Japanese kiters

visited Korea and had a ball flying with
their Korean buddies . On June 11, four

fliers from Korea visited Japan for a week
to reciprocate .

The Korean group was led by Mr. Yu
San Ro who is Director of the Folk Arts
Association . The Association helps to per-
petuate the ancient arts of the country,
such as sumo wrestling, kiting and others .

The kites the Korean group brought
could not be flown because the wind was
very high . The fliers had planned to de-
monstrate Korean fighters, using glass-
covered line . Because of the glass on the
string, the hand cannot be used to guide
the line when winding . Therefore, either
a one-handed reel-in technique is used or

one hand on the shaft and one on the end
of any of the eight supports can be used .
Those who have seen Korean kites flown
know you must reel in fast and let out
just as fast ; therefore, the handling tech-
niques used are ultracritical .

In fighting these kites, Mr . Ro says,
the best way to win is to position your
kite over your opponent's . Then, by di-
recting your kite downward, you cross
his string. Ro demonstrated by having
several strands of string held by Mr . Kim
while he took one strand and easily cut
through them with a slicing motion!

Much beer was consumed and every-
one had lots of fun . The Japanese kiters
had the rectangular kites out that day,
mostly big ones, as they fly best in heavy
winds . The hummers they used gave out
a weird moaning tune as the winds in-
creased or abated . A great fly day . .0

Mr. Ro's crane kite. Body is foam rubber .

Kite-picnicking: Takeshi Nishibayashi (with
glasses); on his right, Mr . Hige, noted Japan kiter .



Stephen John and Sylvia Bernstein of
Arlington, VA, are busy retirees who
make kites, especially the difficult ones-
oriental designs, figure kites, centipedes .

Steve, when not involved with antique
clockworks or his collection of flintlock
guns, makes kites and flies them with
friends or at festivals . Sometimes a recipi-
ent of the odious "oldest flyer" awards
(which he- calls "consolation prizes"), he
regularly earns high scores for craftsman-
ship and inventiveness .

Among the models he has made are
winged boxes, star kites, Bermudas, Edo
and rokkaku kites and centipedes . "I like
to concentrate on figure kites and centi-
pedes," he says . "There's something about
these challenges that I like ."

Some of his figure kites are a longevity
(crane) kite, a thunderbird, an owl, a
"Winnie the Witch" and a bicentennial
logo kite .

"My pride and joy is my first centi-
pede, about 27 feet long with disks about
1 ½ feet apart and with whirling eyes-a
bit difficult to fly ." His latest effort is a
centipede with square disks instead of
round ones-"fairly simple," he avers . He
is quick to praise his wife Sylvia, who
makes kites, too (her last creation was a
"Tiger in a Cage") and who "lets me use
her sewing machine for my kites ."

It was in his travels as a construction
engineer in the civilian Air Force that
Steve visited Taiwan, where he first saw
and admired a Chinese bird kite . "After I
came back I made several that way-with
a few little innovations of my own ."

Bamboo-deprived America is no dis-
couragement to Bernstein . He splits his
own bamboo from rug poles but suggests
shopping kite stores or importers to get
bamboo . Also one can supplement with
Y- inch dia . dowels as may be necessary .
"Takes a little bit of patience, but it can
be done," says Steve. "Be sure to balance
the wings before you finish them and bal-
ance them again after covering and weight
the outside edge if necessary . If you don't
you'll have a cockeyed-flying kite ."

Making this challenging, unusual kite
will bring the crafter many rewards . First
is its appearance, which is lifelike in its
three-dimensionality, enhanced by the
aileron-like fluttering wing flaps. Second
is its flight behavior . Although it requires
a 7-knot wind, it is a very stable flier, for
it forms its own dihedral when the wings

bend up from the body in flight . Also
with its one-point bridle, the kite's trailing
edge automatically drops to give angle to
the wind, "almost like an airplane ." Final-
ly, when you've finished startling spectat-
ors and winning competitions with this
kite, you can take the two wings apart
and the tail off and place your bird in a
compact package for storage or travel .

Profiles C,. . . Design Workshop
STEPHEN BERNSTEIN'S . . . CHINESE BIRD KITE



MATERIALS
Covering : approximately one square

yard of lightweight nonporous fabric,
such as silk, nylon or polyester . A colorful
print is suggested because painting the
cover may distort the frame .

Split bamboo sticks, about y8-inch dia . :
12 pieces 36 in . long and 2 pieces 24 in .
long (or the 24-in . pieces may be 34'6-in .
dowel) . Glue 2 Y8-in. sticks together for
rigidity where and if necessary .
	Plastic barrel from a ballpoint pen or

similar tubing, 3/6-in . i.d .
•

	

18- or 20-gauge steel picture wire .
	Miscellaneous : nail brads; button

weight sewing thread ; white glue (such as
Elmer's) .

INSTRUCTIONS
1 . Make a framing board and draw on it
an outline of the wing section . Place nail
brads appropriately as a framework for
shaping the wing sticks . Boil bamboo or
dowels 10 minutes, then bend. (Note :
where bends in bamboo are severe, i .e .,
90°, break at the bends and glue while in
the form, then wrap with thread and ap-
ply the final coat of glue at the joint .
Bends of lesser severity may be formed in
the usual manner, i .e ., flamed.) Dry the
wing sticks in the form . When the wing
sticks are dried, remove them and wrap

and glue them at points as indicated .
2 . When all is dried, place the other wing
in the framework and repeat .
3 . Make a new frame and form the body
to the shape indicated and mark on it
where the wings will connect . Attach the
tubing to receive the wings .
4. Build the tail section . Put all the pieces
together to test the fit before covering
the kite . Balance the wings at this point .
Disassemble the kite again to cover it .
5 . Cover the wings, body, head and tail
sections, using glue . Don't stretch the fab-
ric too tight or it might distort the frame .
Leave about 1 1/z inches of loose fabric
along the trailing edge. Trim the two
wings with scallops as indicated . Check
the wings again for balance .
6 . Cut out bird feet and eyes from card-
board or paper and glue them in place
against the cloth .
7 . Bridle the kite from one point, at the
tip of the bird's beak .

VARIATIONS
This kite could be made larger by increas-
ing the strength of the frame and scaling
all proportions up, including widening the
central section . Availability of materials
may be a limiting factor. Fabrics and
decorative treatments can vary to give the
effect of different species .

SOME FINAL TIPS
If your kite's wing roots fit loosely in the
tubing, bind with a light rubber band
from one wing to the other .

If you're having real trouble, the de-
signer offers to serve as the Chinese Bird
Kite Hotline . Write or call Stephen John
Bernstein, Apt. 934-N, 1600 S . Eads
Street, Arlington, VA 22202, USA, or
telephone 703-521-3875 .

	

V.G.

Dapper Steve Bernstein makes it all look
easy as he tosses out quips while flying his
kites and winning awards for them .
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